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In Memorium: James Milton Smallwood
By Kenneth Howell
James M. Smallwood, Professor Emeritus of History at Oklahoma State
University, died November 25, 2013, at his home in Gainesville, Texas. He
was 69.

In 1965, Kenneth Stampp wrote in the introduction to his The Era of
Reconstruction, 1865-1877 that '1\ half century ago, most historians
were extremely critical of the reconstruction measures that congressional
Republicans forced upon the defeated South. They used terms such as
'military despotism: 'federal tyranny: 'Negro rule: and 1\fricanization' to
describe what white Southerners were forced to endure.... Yet, during
the past generation, historians have written numerous books and articles
which demonstrate that many of the popular notions about the era of
reconstruction are distorted or untrue." James M. Smallwood was among
those early revisionist scholars who labored to correct the historical
record of the Reconstruction era.
Focusing primarily on African American experiences in post-Civil
War Texas, Smallwood's most enduring contribution to Reconstruction
historiography was his Time of Hope, Time of Despair: Black Texans
during Reconstruction, published in 1981. This work was instrumental in
highlighting African Americans struggles and achievements during the
Reconstruction years. The Texas State Historical Association recognized
the importance of this work by awarding it the prestigious Coral H. Tullis
Award in 1982 for best book of the year on Texas history.
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Later in his career, Smallwood published three books that focused
on Reconstruction violence in Texas. Published in 2003, Murder and
Mayhem: The War of Reconstruction in Texas, written with co-authors
Barry A. Crouch and Larry Peacock, placed the infamous Lee-Peacock
feud in the historical context of a continued Civil War in Northeast
Texas. This work revealed that the terrorist groups preying on blacks and
their white allies in North Texas were able to operate in the shadows of
the South's Lost Cause. In 2007, Smallwood with co-authors Kenneth
Howell and Carol Taylor published The Devil's Triangle: Ben Bickerstaff,
Northeast Texans, and the War of Reconstruction in Texas. Smallwood
and his co-authors were able to expand upon the ideas first presented in
Murder and Mayhem by focusing on the terrorist groups associated with
Ben Bickerstaff, the notorious Texas outlaw responsible for the death
of numerous African Americans, Republican sympathizers, and federal
troops stationed in the northern part of the state. Both books have led
to new interpretations of Reconstruction violence in Texas and a better
understanding of the plight of blacks and whites who supported the
federal government's attempt to bring social and political change to the
Lone Star State. Finally, in 2008, Smallwood published The Feud That
Wasn't: The Taylor Ring, Bill Sutton, John Wesley Hardin, and Violence
in Texas. This work placed the so-called Taylor-Sutton feud in the context
of the Reconstruction era, concluding that the same patterns of violence
found in the northern part of the state were also present in South Texas.
The importance of this work was evident in the accolades that it garnered,
including the East Texas Historical Associations Otis Lock Award for the
Best Book of the Year (2008), the Texas Institute of Letter's Best Scholarly
Book Award (2008), and the Texas State Historical Association's Coral
H. Tullis Award (2008). Smallwood remains the only scholar to win the
Coral H. Tullis Award twice in the 45-year history of the award. In 2008,
he was also inducted as a member into the Texas Institute of Letters. Aside
from his these books, Smallwood wrote numerous articles and delivered
a multitude of lectures on the Reconstruction era, focusing primarily
on African American experiences and violence in Texas during these
tumultuous years.
In addition to his work on Reconstruction Texas and African American
history, Smallwood published on a broad range of topics related to United
States history. During his early years at Oklahoma State University,
he authored or edited more than ten volumes on Oklahoma history,
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including several publications on the famous humorist Will Rogers.
Additionally, Smallwood wrote several local and county histories,
including his highly acclaimed two volume study of Smith County titled
Born in Dixie: The history of Smith County, Texas (1999). Born in Dixie
continues to set the standard for the way county histories should be
written. He was also a contributor to the Texas history textbook, Beyond
Myth and Legends: A Narrative History of Texas (2008). Moreover,
Smallwood published books and articles on Native Americans in Texas,
FDR's New Deal program, Lyndon B. Johnson political career, and a
full-length biography of Virginia Durr, a noted twentieth-century liberal
reformer from Alabama. In sum, Smallwood leaves behind an impressive
array of publication that will continue to influence students of American
and Texas history for many decades to come.
James Milton Smallwood was born on July 10,1944, in Terrell, Texas.
His formative years were spent in Terrell, where he became a local
sports legend, excelling in football and baseball. After leaving Terrell
High School, Smallwood attended Henderson County Community
College (now known as Trinity Valley Community College), where he
earned an A. A. degree in General Education, in 1965. From Henderson
County, Smallwood went to East Texas State University (now Texas
A&M University-Commerce), where he double majored in History and
English, earning a Bachelor's of Science degree in 1967. He remained at
East Texas State for two more years, while completing his M. A. degree
in History and Political Science. Shortly after earning his Master's degree,
he moved to Lubbock, Texas, where he attended Texas Tech University,
earning his Ph.D. in History and Political Science in 1974.
Professionally, Smallwood held numerous positions as either instructor
Or visiting professor before accepting the position of Assistant Professor
of History at Oklahoma State University in 1975. He became an Associate
Professor of History at OSU in 1981, a Professor of History in 1992, and
Professor Emeritus of History in 2003. While teaching at OSU, Smallwood
served as the Director of the Will Rogers Research Project (1875-1983);
and on special occasions, he temporarily served as a Visiting Professor
of History at other institutions, including Seton Hall University, South
Orang~, New Jersey (1987), the University of Texas at Tyler (1989-1991);
and University of Kyoto, Japan (1995). Smallwood was also active in
both the Texas State Historical Association and the East Texas Historical
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Association. For the ETHA, he served on nwnerous committees, and held
different leadership positions, including memberships on the Board of
Directors and the Editorial Board.
At the time of his death, Smallwood was working with Jim Kearney, a
Texas history scholar and German language specialist, to complete a
manuscript on another famous Texas feud that took place in Columbus,
Texas. Kearney will complete the study, publishing the work with the
University of North Texas Press. The study promises to shed new light
on the violence erupting along the Lower Colorado River during the late
nineteenth century, and will be Smallwood's final word on the subject.
Jim Kearney in a personal note, probably best swnmarized how most
will remember Smallwood, stating "He was a most remarkable and
wonderfully eccentric man, who not only leaves a legacy of important
historical writing that few of us will ever be able to match, but who also
offers the example of a human being whose own life experiences had
honed a keen awareness for injustice, wherever encountered, and an
accompanying compassion for the downtrodden, whether in the past
or in the present. These sensibilities, combined with a first class critical
intelligence, inform all his works. He was a Roosevelt Democrat at heart:'
Kearney also wrote, "One of my fondest memories of Jim is of afterconference socializing when we often gather for drinks and fellowship.
I remember vividly the company of Jim after the first Korean War
conference in Victoria in particular. Jim was buoyant, witty, and at his
best. He held the whole group spellbound with stories of his youth
from the small East Texas town where he grew up. Though from an
impoverished background, Jim apparently was quite a blade in his
youth: athletic, handsome, and mischievous; and he made a mark for
himself at an early age. Some of his stories though were bittersweet, and
one experience in particular that he related was deeply formative to his
outlook on life. One night his father received a knock on the door. A
black man had asked his father for help in a whispered interchange. His
father told Jim to get a couple of sheets and some twine. Without a word
of explanation, the two then drove in his old pickup along backcountry
roads to a remote spot. They got out and walked a short distance and
there was a black man hanging from a tree. Jim had to climb up the tree
and cut the man down, whom they then wrapped and tied in the sheets.
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They then carried him to the truck and transported him to a shack on
the black side of town and turned him over to the relatives who had
sought help. His father went to the sheriff but was told in no uncertain
terms not to make a fuss. I often think Jim's deep sympathy for the
injustices suffered by black people, which led to his scholarly interest in
reinterpreting Reconstruction, derived from the deep imprint this episode
left on the emotions of a teen age boy. Jim was also part Cherokee Indian,
a fact about which he was very proud, and which also contributed to his
consciousness for racial injustice:' Kearney's words ring true for all who
knew Dr. Smallwood. Most of his friends will remember similar visits in
similar surroundings, falling under the captive spell of his mesmerizing
stories of the past.
Dr. James M. Smallwood is survived by his daughter and son-in-law,
Martha and Scott O'Rear, and two sons, James and Steven. Deciding
against a traditional memorial service, Smallwood requested that his body
be cremated and his ashes spread over a beautiful and majestic Alabama
mountain top where his daughter and son-in-law were married a few
years ago. It is a peaceful location that held a special place in James' heart,
a place where a free spirit can swirl in eternal winds, roaming the lands
that our nation's forefathers (red, black, and white) once traversed.
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"So LOST TO HONOR": THE MASS DESERTION
OF THE CAMP FORD GUARD JULY 20, 1864

Vicki Betts
The Austin, Texas, newspaper printed a "special correspondence" from
Tyler, dated July 29, 1864:
Editor Gazette-About a week ago 150 men
of Col. Anderson's Regiment, who were guarding
the Federal prisoners near here, organized under a
Lieutenant, and left. Their horses had come in from
grazing the day before, and they are well-armed and
mounted. Col. Anderson endeavored to overtake
them with a small force, and induce or compel them
to return, but was unable to overtake them. They
deserted in open day, fell into line at the sound of
the trumpet, and are by this time on the frontier, I
presume.
For a day or two the Federals were very insecurely
guarded and some apprehensions were felt that they
would escape and do much damage, but all is safe
now. What should be the punishment for men so lost
to honor as to desert their post, leaving 3000 or 4000
miscreants almost unguarded in the heart of the
country, thus endangering the lives and property of
the whole country to pillage and slaughter?l
The federal prisoners mentioned in this article were being held at Camp
Ford, the largest Confederate prisoner of war camp west of the Mississippi,
and the lieutenant at the head of the deserters was 2nd Lieut. G. N. "Nick"
Hardeman, eighteen years old, of Matagorda County. Why would he leave
his assigned post along with so many others, and what happened to him as
a result?2

Vicki Betts is a librarian at the University of Texas at Tyler.
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Nick Hardeman was no ordinary Texas farm boy. In 1845 his father, D.
Hardeman, had moved from Tennessee and points in between to join his
extended family already well established in the new state.
Ten years earlier, in 1835, forty-five Hardemans, led by Nick's great
uncles Bailey, Peter, and Thomas, all veterans of the Battle of New Orleans,
had located in Texas, receiving grants along Caney Creek in what is now
Matagorda County. Bailey Hardeman assisted in writing the Republic of
Texas' Declaration of Independence as well as its Constitution, and served
as the Republic's first Secretary of the Treasury. Four of Nick's first cousins
once removed fought with the army of the Republic of Texas, including one
at San Jacinto. A brother-in-law and four cousins fought in the Mexican
War, mostly with McCulloch's Rangers. 3
The family had enjoyed outstanding political and social connections
for generations. His grandmother was a friend of Martha Washington. His
parents attended Andrew Jackson's inaugural party at the Hermitage in
Nashville. One great aunt was also the aunt of President James K. Polk. A
Missouri cousin was a close friend ofThomas Hart Benton, while another was
the first governor of the state of California and friend of John C. Fremont.4
As might be expected, the family was quite wealthy. After the rest of the
Hardeman clan gradually moved away from the coast to claim new land, D.
Hardeman took their place in Matagorda County where his eldest daughter,
Sallie Ann, married her first cousin once removed, Samuel H. Hardeman,
the son of Bailey Hardeman. In the 1859 tax rolls, D. owned almost three
thousand acres, worth $42,529, or almost $14.26 per acre, well above the
state average. He owned forty-nine slaves, plus his wife owned twelve in her
own right, placing them comfortably within the planter aristocracy. They
kept thirty horses, seventy-five cattle, and one carriage. However, about
that same year D. Hardeman decided to sell out and move elsewhere in
the state. By the 1860 tax rolls, he only reported 711 acres, and he did not
appear in the 1861 Matagorda County tax rolls at all. 5
Politically D. Hardeman was a staunch Democrat. He represented his
region to the State Democratic Convention in 1859. 6 The local newspaper
called him a "warm supporter of the Democratic nominees against the Sam
Houston pow wow. He does not know of a man in his neighborhood who
will vote for Houston:'7
Nick was the ninth of eleven children, five boys and six girls, although
four of the children had died early in life, and the three oldest girls had
married by 1860. That left D. Jr., Dickerson, Martha Evelyn, Nick, and
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William Perkins at home when the war began. Two months after Fort
Sumter, on June 13, 1861, Captain Edward S. Rugeley formed the Caney
Rifles in which one of Nick's brothers-in-law served as 3rd Lieutenant
and his two brothers and another brother-in-law served as privates. Five
weeks later this group reorganized as the Caney Mounted Rifles, which
later became Company D, Reuben Brown's Regiment Texas Cavalry. Nick's
two brothers soon left the Rifles-D. Jr. joined Terry's Texas Rangers, and
Dickerson joined the Fourth Texas Cavalry, part of Sibley's Brigade. One
Hardeman cousin became a major in the Quartermaster Corps, another
a captain in the 28th Texas Cavalry of Walker's Texas Division, another
served in the 16th Texas Infantry, and another in Hood's Texas Brigade.
The highest ranking family member was Nick's cousin William Polk
Hardeman, who rose to Brigadier General by the end of the war. William
Polk Hardeman was Samuel's first cousin as well as his step-father. s
In 1861 Nick was only fifteen years old, but he made regular trips to
Camp Winston near Matagorda Bay where Brown's Regiment was stationed.
His sister, Sallie, sent Nick out with letters, boxes, and jars of goodies for her
husband Samuel, and Samuel sent Nick back with letters, redfish, oysters,
and seashells. 9 Nick may have picked up the measles in camp-he was sick
for New Year's Day, 1862. 10 D. Sr. visited the part of his family remaining
in Matagorda County from time to time, and sent bolts of cloth when he
could. II He wrote them letters from "Fairview" although it is unclear whether
that is a plantation name, or one of several towns in Texas called "Fairview:'
In one letter he suggested that Samuel go and see General and Mrs. Hamilton
P. Bee in San Antonio as "they are my most intimate friends:'12
In March, 1863, Samuel, by then age forty-two, received an honorable
discharge from the army and the correspondence slacked for a while. 13
However, by late January, 1864, he had again rejoined Brown's Cavalry.14
At about the same time, Philip Fulcrod of Goliad formed Fulcrod's Cadet
Cavalry from young men not quite old enough for the regular service,
among them Nick Hardeman. ls They were promised "active service and
gallant leaders, and the satisfaction of knowing that they are doing their
country as much service, as the noble men who have gone before them:'16
As soon as the command assembled, General Bee ordered one company
to picket duty on the coast, four companies under Col. Fulcrod to head
"west" to arrest deserters, and one company to be stationed at Columbia
as couriers. As of February 14, 1864, three more companies were in the
process of being raised, but they might not have ever been completed. I? In
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early April the commands of Philip Fulcrod and John Pelham Border were
combined, with Col. Thomas Scott Anderson, formerly of the Sixth Texas
Infantry, placed in command. From that point on, the unit would be known
as Anderson's- Border's Cavalry.18
On April 11, immediately after the battles of Mansfield and Pleasant
Hill, Border received orders to take his battalion from their camp on the
Lavaca River to Camp Ford to assist in guarding the anticipated influx of
thousands of new prisoners. 19 Nick was not in camp at the time-he was
again "quite sick" but recovered sufficiently to accompany the regiment
north in early May.20 Col. Anderson arrived in Tyler on May 13 to replace
Col. R.T.P. Allen as commandant of Camp Ford. He found Sid Richardson's
company of Walter P. Lane's Rangers already on guard duty but anxious
to join the fighting at the front.21 They would not consider handing over
their arms to their replacements. 22 For a while the veterans and the young
raw recruits overlapped at the prison. W. W. Heartsill, a veteran, was not
impressed-one of Anderson's Regiment managed to kill himself by an
accidental discharge of his gun within half an hour of going on duty for the
first time. 23
Nick and the rest of Anderson's-Border's Cavalry arrived at Camp Ford
during the worst period of the stockade's history. The Mansfield and Pleasant
Hill prisoners had already arrived, necessitating enlarging the facility.24 On
May 21 another almost 500 came in from Arkansas and six days later 540
earlier prisoners returned after the Red River Campaign canceled their
anticipated exchange, making a total of 4400 men within the walls. Ten days
later another 160 arrived. 25 The new prisoners were provided with no shelter
from the early summer sun and heat. Sanitation became an immediate
problem.
Anderson placed Border in control of Camp Ford, and Border's
adjutant, Lt. B. W. McEachern soon became the tyrant of the stockade.
During this period the tension between the guards and the prisoners, and
even in the outside community, was intense. On May 18, Van Zandt County
resident Joseph E. Holcomb and Collin County residents James 1. Read and
James M. McReynolds, the latter two accused of murder, were removed
from the Smith County jail and lynched. 26 On May 22, one of Anderson's
men shot and killed a prisoner, allegedly for cursing him, although others
denied the excuse. 27 Five prisoners escaped on June 9 but were recaptured
the next day.28 On June 22 a Yankee was found shot dead in the woods
where he had gone after brush, and after that the federals hired Confederate
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guards to go out with them. 29 The next day a slave woman was severely
whipped in full view of the prisoners, as if to prove the powerlessness of
abolitionist federals to protect her. 30
The prisoners somewhat broke the tension on the Fourth of July, when
they held an Independence Day celebration, including music, speeches,
and the possible brief raising of a secreted u.s. flag. 31 A few days later
about a thousand of the earliest prisoners were paroled and marched toward
Shreveport for exchange, easing the overcrowding somewhat.32 Still, on July
11 another guard killed a Yankee for cursing him,33 and on the fifteenth a
prisoner killed his messmate. 34 Nick's first commander, Philip Fulcrod, was
ordered to Tyler on July 13 to stand court martial for some unknown reason,
perhaps something he did in reaction to losing his command. 35 At sunrise
on July 16, the veterans of Walter P. Lane's Rangers joyfully "bid farewell"
to Camp Ford,36 heading east to Marshall and on to Shreveport, leaving
the prisoners under the care of the hated Lt. McEachern and the recruits of
Anderson's/Border's Cavalry, many of them still in their teens. All in all, this
was probably not the "active service" that Nick Hardeman perhaps thought
he had been promised when he enlisted in the Confederate Army.
As the Austin newspaper stated, on Tuesday, July 19, the cavalry
horses were brought in from pasture. The next day the trumpet sounded
and the men, many of them only boys, mounted their horses and headed
west, leaving all behind. 37 While the State Gazette said 150 men deserted
their posts, Col. Scott Anderson put the number at Lt. Hardeman and
ninety-eight additional men. 38 Only two prisoner diaries are known to
have survived from that period. On the 20th, Capt. William McKinney,
19th Kentucky Infantry, noted "quite a number of the guards desert. 160
in number."39 Jacob w. Paulen, BOth Illinois Regiment, wrote in his diary
"163 Rebs deserted from this camp this morning. The authorities started
after the deserters but don't hear from them:' He added for the follOWing
day-"Sixty Rebels from Tyler deserted taking with them a 6 pounder.
Joining those left this camp yesterday:'40 No other reference to this second
desertion has surfaced.
Anderson sent Capt. Gus Patton, Co. G, with two lieutenants and forty
men in pursuit of the deserters. They carried Texas rifles borrowed from
Col. Gabriel Hill of the Tyler ordnance works, the entire stock of guns he
had reserved for the protection of that facility.41 Anderson also ordered a
courier to ride to the nearest telegraph office in Henderson with a telegram
to be sent to Houston. The next day, the headquarters of the District of
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Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona issued the following:
Col Bradford will proceed forthwith, exclusive
of Mann's Battalion via Bastrop and Austin to
Fredericksburg and use all means to intercept Lieut.
Hardeman and one Hundred men deserted from
Col. Anderson's Command Tyler on yesterday. . . ;
Col. Bradford will leave sufficient number of men at
points on the road from Bastrop to Fredericksburg
to surprise & capture the men (who will march in
an irregular and loose manner), also to communicate
with each other, so that chase can be made in any
direction the deserters may take. The officers &
men under your command will shoot down without
hesitation any of these men and particularly the
officers should they attempt to escape or offer the
least show of resistance. Col. Bradford will use the
utmost vigilance and activity to intercept & capture
the deserters, the safety & honor of the country
require itY
General James E. Slaughter, chief of staff to Gen. John Bankhead
Magruder, informed Lt. Col. Fulcrod, still in Houston, about the mass
desertion from his former unit. Fulcrod responded the next day: "This
subject has ever since been one of very painful reflection to me. I have
thought that I could advance the service if I were permitted to go in search
of them. The relations of the men have been such to me that I think I could
induce them to return to their duty with comparatively little trouble. As
you are aware I am at present under arrest and of course cannot act unless
permitted:'43 Fulcrod was not allowed to go after his men.
Within three of four days, seven of the deserters evidently saw the
error of their ways and returned to Camp Ford voluntarily. These men were
placed in close quarters. 44
Late on Friday night, the 22nd, Col. Nicholas H. Darnell, commanding
the post at Dallas, received information that the deserters had reached the
vicinity of Butler's Bridge on the East Fork of the Trinity River in Dallas
County, and that they were making their way to the frontier. Darnell called
together Capt. Smith's company of the Reserve Corps, a portion of Capt.
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W. H. Darnell's company, and as many of the government employees and
citizens as could arm themselves, totaling about eighty men, who started in
pursuit about two 0' clock on Saturday afternoon. They found tracks at the
crossing of the Trinity River, at Cedar Springs, and trailed them all night,
coming up on the men a little before daylight on Sunday morning a few
miles southwest of Cedar Hill where they had camped. They were able to
capture the whole party, except for about twenty who had left the group
before they reached Dallas County, and Nick Hardeman and seven or eight
others who made their escape. Capt. Patton and the squad of men from
Tyler met Col. Darnell's company after the capture, and returned with them
to Dallas on Sunday afternoon. On Tuesday, July 26 he escorted them back
to Tyler and placed them in the guardhouse. 45 The Dallas Herald declared
that "The whole affair was well arranged, and carried out, and reflects
much credit on the promptness and energy of Col. Darnell, as well as on
the soldiers, the operatives in the Government troops at this place, and the
citizens, all of whom responded with alacrity to the call of Col. Darnell for
men:'46
Col. Anderson reported to Houston that most of the deserters had
been returned, and Maj. Gen. John G. Walker ordered a court martial to
be convened at Tyler. He instructed Anderson to choose "eight or ten of
the ringleaders" to bring before the court, but at that point, none of the
instigators had been capturedY The men who returned voluntarily or who
had been captured at Dallas would all later be released. 48
Meanwhile, D. Hardeman, Nick's father, was frantic to locate his "poor
deluded son:' He wrote Gen. Magruder on August 2nd from La Grange
that he would go home in hopes of finding a letter there, but if he did not he
would head to Tyler as fast as he could,

as they (the command) have not been heard of in this
direction, and I am inclined in the belief that they have
perhaps gone towards Louisiana hoping to get in with
Genl Wharton this is merely my conjecture as I am sure
they do not wish to desert the army, but it is merely some
fancied wrong they think has been done them which I
think I can satisfy them of their error in a few minutes if I
can get to them and they will return to their duty at once..
. . I will not stop untill [sic] I find them and will inform you
immediately. The more I reflect on the matter the more I
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am convinced that he is not alone in this matter. I merely
ask is it reasonable that a giddy foolish boy 18 years old
should have more influence in a whole Battalion than all
the others, Captains, Lieutenants & all put together. I do
not believe it. 49
In Tyler, Col. Anderson had been interviewing the returned deserters,
and on August 6 he reported his findings on "the saddest mishap of my
military life" to Capt. Edmund P. Turner, Walker's adjutant. While he was
willing to bring the "ringleaders" to trial, Lt. Hardeman and Lt. Kirby had
still not been captured, and the men refused to name the company officers
whom they considered as much to blame as themselves. Col. Anderson had
determined four causes for the desertion:
1st The men desired to serve in the west, or rather, not serve
at all, but to go where they could roam through the country
and avoid duty as much as possible. 50
2nd Most ofthe company officers are incompetent and have
never commanded or tried to command their companiesand some of them are worthless and participated in and
encouraged the desire of the men to go west and do
nothing... Their action in the affair was negative and very
cautiously exercised & consisted of casual expression
in regard to the rights of the men to serve as a battalion
under Col. Fulcrod & that Gen Magruder had promised
him (Col. F) that he should remain in the west & that he
had now attached them to a Regt. of "Conscripts" &c &C. 51
3rd The deserters tell me that they were going to report for
duty in the west & that portion of Col. Pyron's men had
done the same thing & had never been punished & that
Capt Pulliam's Co. of Col. Peter Hardeman's Regt last year
left their Regt. in the Indian Territory & reported & were
aSSigned to duty "in the west" & are there yet and have
never been compelled even to return to their Regt. 52
4th The impression prevails among them that Gen
Magruder's action in making them a part of this Regt. will
be disregarded & they will yet be given to Col. Fulcrod &
return to the west-and that Gen Smith has promised Col.
Fulcrod to this effect. .. 53
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Meanwhile, the manhunt for the remammg deserters continued.
On August 3, Houston headquarters was still ordering Capt. Pool with a
detachment offifteen men to "pursue with all haste and arrest the desertersLt. Hardeman & ten men (the rest having been arrested), they will be sent to
Tyler Texas:'54 A week later headquarters ordered Capt. Louis Bechwitz of
Col. Anderson's regiment of cavalry to "pursue to Col. Ford's command on
the Rio Grande Lieut hargrove [sic] & men of his company--he will arrest
and prefer charges against Lt. Hargrove, collect the men of his company
and proceed with them to Tyler and report to Col. T. S. Anderson:'55 At
some point during the month of August, Nick Hardeman was arrested and
incarcerated in the guardhouse at either Houston, according to an August
letter from his sister Sallie,56 or Millican, according to Col. Anderson's letter
of September 29,57 or perhaps he was moved from one place to the other.
By that time Nick's father, D. Sr., had fallen "dangerously ill ofcongestive
fever" at his new home in Burleson County, and "his physicians [said] it was
not possible for him to recover:' D:s daughter, Sallie, wrote to her husband
Samuel in Brown's Cavalry, begging him to get a furlough to assist her mother,
"you know how helpless Ev and Ma will be amongst total strangers without
anyone to advise them... Pa was in a great deal of trouble about Nick, who
is under arrest in Houston, but I will not here repeat the particulars of his
case, for I suppose you have heard them before this. Poor misguided young
man. I am afraid it will be a serious affair for him:'59 D. Hardeman died later
in August. 60 His attorney, William Pitt Ballinger, wrote in his diary: "Col. D.
Hardeman died recently. No Better man is left behind. If! knew the facts I wd
[sic] write a biographical sketch of him."61 The Austin Daily Telegraph called
him "one of the oldest and widest known of Texas citizens:'62
Instead of Samuel, another son-in-law, William F. Davis, requested
leave on August 28 to go to Nick's mother. "[M]y father-in-law has just
died, leaVing his family in Burleson County in an unprotected condition
having no male on the premises and a large number of slaves most of whom
are now sick, his sons are all in the Army and are remote from home to give
their Mother the immediate attention which her condition requires. The
length of time asked for is barely sufficient to remove my mother-in-law to
Matagorda County from whence she removed to Burleson county on the
appearance of the enemy last winter, she can there receive the attention her
situation requires from her friends who are too old to be in the Army.. :'63
Samuel Hardeman's company had been transferred to near Harrisburg,
so he was near Nick. He wrote his wife on September 6 that William Davis
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would be seeing Nick the following day and that he hoped to see Nick
himself in a day or two. 64 Five days later he wrote her that "Wiggins" had
been to see Nick on the 9th, that he had been sick but was now "fat and
Hearty and will have a chance of getting home before 10ng:'65 Evidently
Davis was not so confident, because Sallie wrote her husband that "I feel
more anxious about the termination of his case since I saw Mr. Davis. Do
write me what you think about it and how he bears his troubles:'66
It was now time to bring in the family's wide connections to try and
influence the impending court martial. Confederate Congressman Claiborne
C. Herbert of Colorado County informed Lt. Gov. Fletcher S. Stockdale
of the situation. Stockdale wrote Maj. Gen. Walker "Being informed by
the Hon. C. C. Herbert that Lieut. N. Hardeman is held in arrest with the
possibility of charges being presented against him of insubordination, and
knowing something of the command to which he was formerly attached, I
take the liberty of joining others in making the request that he be released
upon the grounds, and reasons, stated by the President of the Confederate
States in General Order no. 139, of 1863, issued from Genl. Cooper's office:'
That proclamation of pardon and general amnesty had been extended to "all
absentees, except those twice convicted of desertion, who should return to
their proper commands within twenty days after publication of the amnesty
in the State in which the absentees might be:'67 Stockdale continued his letter
by explaining that "The battalion to which Lt. H was first attached was of
boys, and raised by Lt. Col. Fulcrod during last fall and winter:' Stockdale
had been in the area during the winter and spring and visited the camp-the officers were inexperienced and the young men had not been trained in
military diScipline. Lt. Col. Fulcrod was frequently off on detached service
and "the examples then exhibited to them in old regiments and among men
of mature age, on the contrary, was so calculated to provoke insubordination
among them, that it was a frequent subject of remark with others as well as
myself.... I take the liberty therefore to join in the request that Lt. Hardeman
be discharged, or at least that you exercise in advance your authority to
consider his case, & know whether his is not one in which your discretion
may be exercised to dismiss the prosecution:'68
Less than a week later, on September 26, Samuel Hardeman wrote his
wife:
I went to see Mrs. Sarah Wharton [mother of
Confederate Major General John Austin Wharton, sister
of Leonard Groce] who was at Mr. Leonard Groce's near
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Hempstead. 69 She told me that she had been to see Genl.
Walker and that he had promised to do all he could for
Nick consistent with the duties of his office. Mr. Groce
told me that he had spoken to Col. Scott Anderson and
he thought that there would be no great difficulty about
the case. Col. Anderson is the Col. from under whose
command the cadets deserted. His wife is Mary McNeill,
an old acquaintance of mine. I got Mrs. Wharton to agree
to talk to Col. A. I assure you that what Mr. Groce told me
took a great weight off of my mind for I felt much grief
about it. . . Nick is fat and hearty and sends his love to
Betsy and Catherine Chapman. 7o
If Mrs. Wharton did indeed talk to Col. Anderson, she did not
convince him to drop the charges. He probably had no choice, given his
orders to put the ringleaders on trial. On September 29, he requested "that
Lt. Hardeman be tried upon the charges preferred:'71
On October 4, 1864, Special Order no. 24 was issued:
A Gen'l Court Martial is hereby appointed to convene
at Brenham, Texas, on Tuesday the 11th day of Octr 1864,
at 10 o'clock a.m., or as soon thereafter as practicable for the
trial of Lieut. G. W Hardeman of Anderson's Reg't, and such
other prisoners as may be brought before it. The Court will sit
without regard to hours. Detail for the Court
1. Col [Henry] M Elmore 20th Texas Infty President
2. Lieut. Col. [James] Wrigley, Timmons Reg't Infantry
3. Lieut. Col. [Patrick Henry] Swearingen, 24th Texas Cav.
Disout
4. Lieut. Col. [Noble] L. McGinnis, 20 Texas Infantry
5. Maj. James A. Randle, Anderson's Regt Cav.
6. Capt. William Davis, Anderson's Regt Cav.
7. Capt. [Gus] Patton, Anderson's Regt Cav., Co. G
Capt. George P. Finlay P.A.C.S. is appointed Judge Advocate
of the Court.72
Nick's case was delayed for some unknown reason. His older brother,
D. Jr., was able to get leave and tried to get him additional civilian legal
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representation. He visited Thomas M. Jack, Thomas Pitt Ballinger's law
partner, on October 21, who then contacted Ballinger who was at that point
out of town. "D. Hardeman came to see me this morning. Got his leave
extended. Goes to Hempstead to see J. W. Is anxious for you to appear in
defense of his brother:'73 Ballinger arrived home within the week and wrote
in his diary on the 26th "... unless [Horace] Cone could go to Brenham-I
must certainly go to defend Nick Hardeman before a court martial-&
must go up to-day. Cone wrote me this morning he couldn't go-& I
wrote to D. H. [D. Hardeman, Jr.] and to Scott Anderson I would go up
to-morrow-It puts me to great inconvenience, but I do not feel that I can
with propriety decline considering any relations towards the Hardeman
family-I wouldn't that he should be dishonored or seriously punished for
any earthly consideration-& shall spare no effort to preserve him:'74
On Thursday, October 27th, Ballinger traveled to Brenham to assist on
Nick's case. He found that the charges had not yet been received, nor would
they be the following day. He wrote in his diary:
I saw Nick Hardeman. He is a fine noble boy--one of the
last I have ever seen to commit a conscious wrong. He was
lying sick-His brother D was there also. He had employed
[John Woods] Harris & it turned out that Col. [Leonard]
Groce caused me to be telegraphed for. Harris also favored
the employment of [Jabez Demming] Giddings which was
done, tho' G did not seem to consider it necessary or to
enter into the case with much interest. I conferred with H.
fully--Ieft him DeHart, with written mems of my views--&
I left Saturday... I wrote Harris yestdy [November 6] fully
as to Hardeman's case--He wants me to go up, but this is
impossible. Court will set the 17th,75
In the meantime, several witnesses were summoned: Lt. Col. Philip
Fu1crod;76 Mr. Trabne, provost marshal at Millican;77 privates R. Jones, E.
Nelson, and T. Dunn of Nick's company H, and Captain W. B. Coffield, Lt.
W. H. Randle, and Pvt. R. Crunk of Company K. 78
No detailed account of Nick Hardeman's trial for desertion have
survived, but the final results were published on December 29. He was
one of four men tried at the same time as a result of the same incident.
Privates J. H. Herron of Company I and William Reed of Company K, who
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deserted "and did not return" to their posts, were found guilty and given
three months hard labor under guard. Private Ed. Schertz, of Company
D, who deserted "and remained absent until arrested" was found guilty
and given three months hard labor with ball and chain, under guard. The
specification against 2nd Lt. Nick Hardeman, Co. H, Anderson's Regiment,
Texas Cavalry, C. S. Army, read that he "did, on or about the 20th day of
July, 1864, his regiment being stationed at Camp Ford, near Tyler, Texas,
desert the service of the Confederate States, in company with about one
hundred men of his own and other companies of his Regiment, and did
not return to his command. To which charge and specification the accused
pleaded Not Guilty:' The court, however, found him guilty to both the
specification and the charge and sentenced him "to be Cashiered, forfeit all
pay and emoluments due him from the Confederate States, and that he be
turned over to the Enrolling Officer for conscription:'79 The findings were
confirmed, and Nick was simply released from confinement.
Nick Hardeman does not show up again in any official military
paperwork, although he evidently did return to the army in a different
regiment. On February 5, 1865, Samuel Hardeman, Nick's brother-in-law,
wrote to his wife from Camp Ford, stating that he had arrived on January
26th, "after a long trip through bad weather and bad roads" from beyond the
Bernard River. Brown's Cavalry, now part of cousin Maj. Gen. William Polk
Hardeman's Brigade, Bee's Division, Wharton's Cavalry Corps of the TransMississippi, had been temporarily assigned to guard duty until the Reserves
could be assembled and armed. Samuel wrote Sallie that "Nick plays the
fiddle on one side of me and Lt. Bemehon the other:'80 Nick Hardeman was
back at Camp Ford, guarding prisoners once more, but this time under the
watchful eye of his brother-in-law and under the ultimate command of his
cousin. He was not just visiting, either, because on March 28th, Samuel
wrote from Brazos County that "Nick says you must tell Betsy that he is well
and hearty and rec'd her letter with which he was much delighted. Tell her
he says he is going to apply for a 30 day furlough pretty soon and come to
see her."81 Evidently he got his furlough, one way or the other, because he
was at his mother's home, probably in Burleson County, by the second week
of AprilY He was not mentioned in Samuel's letter of May 3rd. 83
A biographical sketch of D. Hardeman Jr. states that after the war
"when he returned to the once magnificent domain of his father" he found
it "laid waste by the ruthless hand of the war, and the family scattered."84
If it was truly laid waste, it was from inattention, not because of any sort
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of federal invasion, and the family was only scattered between Burleson
and Matagorda counties. According to that sketch, "[n]othing daunted, he,
with his brother [probably William Perkins Hardeman, although it could
have been Nick], rented a farm and undertook the task of tilling the soil
themselves."8s
On December 29,1865, the San Antonio Daily Herald announced that
Nick Hardeman had been found dead on November 29th, five miles from
La Grange, on the Lyonsville road, at the crossing of the Navidad River. It
stated that "he had evidently come to his death by foul means:'86 An article
in Flake's Bulletin added that the jury of inquest found that he had been shot
three times, twice in the right side of the body and once in the right side
of the head, at the hands of someone unknown. 87 The Bulletin quoting the
Goliad Intelligencer, stated that while getting his horse shod in LaGrange
he had remarked that he was on his way to Arizona. The "giddy foolish"
nineteen year old boy had allowed $425 in gold to be seen, which was not
found on the body.88 His final resting place is unknown.
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FROM SLAVE OWNER TO SCALAWAG:
THE LIFE OF LEROY W. COOPER
Cameron Sinclair

Leroy Washington Cooper
Aldrich. The History of Houston County Texas

In the chaos and conflict of the Civil War and Reconstruction era,
many Texans found themselves in the difficult position of reconciling their
dedication to Texas and support for slavery with their dedication to the
United States and their own political ideologies. Although a large majority
of Texans supported secession and the Confederacy, many did not. These
Unionists, as supporters of the Union were known, had to make numerous
significant choices throughout this era. Should they stay and defend Texas
in spite of their opposition to the recent political decisions, or should they
leave, and either join the Union Army or simply wait out the war?
After the war, Unionists, regardless of their wartime actions, had to
face even more decisions. Should they join the reconstructed government
Cameron Sinclair teaches history at Brookhaven College in Dallas, and is a
doctoral candidate at the University ofNorth Texas.
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of Texas, now dominated by the Republican Party, or should they support
the reconstitution of the old system? Those Texans who chose to join the
Republican Party and support the policies of Reconstruction, more than
most, walked the line between Antebellum Texas and the New South. A
good example of this can be found in the life of Leroy W Cooper. As a
slave-owning lawyer before the war, an officer in the Texas State Troops
and representative in the Confederate Texas Legislature during the war,
and a Republican district judge during Reconstruction, his story provides
a good deal of insight into the experience of many of Texas Unionists, or
scalawags, as their opponents dubbed them.
The term scalawag was a pejorative label given to Southerners who
joined the Republican Party and supported the policies of Reconstruction.
Despite the persisting myth that carpetbaggers, a derogatory word for
Northerners who came to the South during Reconstruction, dominated,
and despoiled, the state of Texas, scalawags actually played the dominant
role in that state's Reconstruction governments. Consequently, Texans
like Leroy Cooper, though diverse in ideology and motivation, ultimately
dominated Reconstruction Texas until the resumption of Democratic
control, or what many called "redemption:'
Born on October 16, 1822, Leroy Washington Cooper grew up on
a modest family farm in Gwinnet County, Georgia. In March 1845, he
received a license to practice law. In March of the following year, L. W,
as he was also known, married Rhoda A. Brazier. Over the next decade,
Rhoda gave birth to two daughters (Nettie and Georgia) and a son (Lewis,
named after Leroy's father), while Leroy built a successful law practice.
In 1856, Cooper decided to move his family to Texas, where they arrived
in Crockett on November 18 that same year. Located in the East Texas
county of Houston, Crockett was the only significant community in an
otherwise sparsely settled and rural county. Carved out of Nacogdoches
County in 1839, Houston County, by 1860, had a population of just over
8,000 residents, 2,800 of which were slaves, and only around 40,000 of
its 760,000 acres of land improved. Its location between the Neches and
Trinity Rivers, as well as its access to markets in the cities of Houston, Texas
and Shreveport, Louisiana, however, placed it in a profitable position for
the production of cotton and livestock.
Within a few years after his arrival in Texas, Cooper established himself
as a prosperous member of the community as a lawyer, small planter,
slaveholder, and school examiner. According to the Houston County
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tax rolls, between 1857 and 1861, Cooper increased his personal wealth
from $12,925 to $18,620, placing him near the wealthiest ten percent of
antebellum Texans. Like many Southerners of this era, most of Cooper's
wealth derived from two sources - land and slaves. Despite being a lawyer
and a judge most of his life, Cooper consistently owned a sizable amount of
land. In 1857, his first year in the tax rolls, Cooper already possessed over
seven hundred acres of land in Houston County. By 1861, his landholdings
had grown to over 2,336 acres, 320 of which were jointly held by Cooper
and a fellow Georgian and future scalawag judge named James R. Burnett.
Cooper's intentions for much of this land appear speculative, purchasing
it for the purpose of selling it at a higher value later, but he used a good
portion of it to supplement his income from legal pursuits with agricultural
production. According to the 1860 census, Cooper owned a 560-acre farm
that produced 4,000 pounds of cotton and 300 bushels each of corn and
sweet potatoes, and maintained almost $1,300 worth of livestock. During
the war, Cooper sold off some of his landholdings, but held on to 1,651
acres, including his town plots in Crockett.
Unlike the growth in Leroy Cooper's landholdings, his slaveholdings
grew only slightly. From 1857 until emancipation in 1865, Cooper
consistently owned between ten and twelve slaves for each tax year. These
slaves, though small in number, actually represented close to half of
Cooper's personal wealth in any given year. From 1864 to 1865, Cooper's
real property increased by only forty acres, while his personal wealth
dropped from $16,775 to $8,223, due primarily to the loss of his human
property. In hindsight then, one can see that Leroy Cooper had a great deal
to lose in February 1861, when Texas officially seceded from the Union.
The real possibly of severe economic loss may well have been a factor in
Cooper's decision to stay in his adopted state and serve. It may also have
been the birth of his youngest son, James L., in 1861. Either way, when the
war broke out, Cooper remained.
In spite of his decision to stay, however, it is very unlikely that Cooper
supported secession with any real enthusiasm, if at all. Politically, he had
been an admirer of Henry Clay and the national economic policies of the
Whig Party. Gwinnet County, Georgia, Cooper's birthplace, produced
significant support for the Whig Party during the 1840s and 1850s, and
even voted against Georgia's secession in 1861. Houston County, like
Gwinnet, possessed a sizable minority opposed to the Democratic Party,
voting for alternative parties such as the Whigs, Know-Nothings, and the
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Constitutional Unionists. In the 1859 gubernatorial race, 56 percent of
the county voted for Union Democrat Sam Houston over pro-secessionist·
Democrat Hardin Runnells. On the other hand, slave owners, such as
Cooper, made up about 6 percent of the free population and, regardless
of party, held an entrenched position in Houston County, where roughly
2,800 slaves represented about 35 percent of the total population. In both
cases, these percentages rose above the state averages of 5 percent and 30
percent, respectively. In the end, the county voted 552 to 38 in favor of
secession, and Cooper, regardless of his political ideology, or his support,
or lack of support, for secession, did, in fact, stay in Texas and even chose
to serve in both the Texas State Troops and the Confederate government.
Did L. W. Cooper oppose secession, and if so, why would he choose to
serve the Confederacy? Without written records of Cooper's opinions on
the matter, it is almost impossible to know for sure how he voted. Either
way, for many Texans, opposition to secession did not stop them from
supporting the Confederacy. Unionist turned Confederate Ebenezer L.
Dohonoy of Lamar County explained this phenomenon well in his own
autobiography:
Many Northern people have never understood how the Union men
of the South, who opposed Secession afterward went into the Confederate
army... [A]ll these men believed their allegiance was first due to the state;
and afterward to the general government; and when their respective states
seceded and attached themselves to the Confederacy, they as faithful
citizens of the state, went with it ... Besides, few Union men could afford
to leave their homes and families, and flee to other realms, until the Civil
War was over. And no man of principle was willing to fight the people of
his own state, his neighbors and often his own kinfolks; for neighbors and
many families divided on Secession. So there was in realty [sic], nothing
reasonable left for the Union men of the South to do, but to remain in their
respective states and cast their fortunes with the Confederacy.
Cooper, like Dohony, may have felt a similar obligation to support his
state regardless of his opinion on secession.
Cooper's wartime service began in 1862, following the enactment of
a conscription law requiring "every able bodied free white male ...between
the ages of eighteen and fifty years" to provide some form of military
service, including the Confederate Army or the state militia (recently
reorganized into the Texas State Troops). Cooper chose to enlist in the
eleventh brigade of the Texas State Troops, which primarily drew recruits
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from the counties of Houston, Anderson, and Trinity. When the troops of
the eleventh brigade elected their officers, they voted to promote Cooper
to the rank of colonel. By November, he had become an acting brigadier
general and even requested an appointment to superintend the enrolling of
conscripts for the state of Texas. In 1863, Cooper was discharged from the
Texas State Troops in order to replace James R. Burnett as the state senator
for the eleventh legislative district, representing the counties of Houston,
Anderson, and Trinity. Cooper served the remainder of Burnett's term in
the ninth legislature, but did not return with the tenth legislature in 1864.
Most likely, Cooper spent the remainder of the war tending to his crops
and his law practice; however, this remains unclear in the historical record.
In August 1865, Leroy Cooper reemerged into the record when
provisional governor Andrew J. Hamilton appointed him as judge for the
ninth district court. Cooper, despite his service during the war, appears to
have returned to his roots in the Whig party and, along with many other
pre-war Unionists, joined the newly reconstituted Republican Party of
Texas. With his new positions in the party and in the judiciary, Cooper used
his influence to recommend the pardoning of several fellow Unionists who
had also served in the Confederacy, and even endorsed another Unionist
lawyer and fellow Georgian, Zechariah Norton, for a similar judgeship.
As ninth district court judge, Cooper heard cases in the counties of
Houston, Cherokee, Anderson, Henderson, and Smith. District Courts held
original jurisdiction over felony cases and civil suits of $100 or more, as
well as appellate jurisdiction over county courts. According to the records
of the Supreme Court of Texas, at least two of the cases heard by Cooper
during this appointment were appealed to the Texas Supreme Court.
In both cases, however, one over a land title dispute and the other over
the voiding of notes payable in Confederate bonds, the Supreme Court,
presided over by Unionist Chief Justice Amos Morrill, reversed Cooper's
decisions. In 1866, when Texas attempted to rejoin the Union according to
the Reconstruction guidelines of President Andrew Johnson, the state held
new elections according to the newly written Constitution of 1866. The
lenient policies of Presidential Reconstruction. however, allowed many of
the antebellwn old guard to participate. Consequently, many of Hamilton's
Unionist appointees lost the election. Cooper, for example, attempted to
run again for the ninth district judgeship, but lost the election to Reuben
A. Reeves, a pro-secession former captain in the Confederate States Army.
Following his defeat, L. W. Cooper returned to his law practice in
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Crockett. In 1869, Cooper appeared before the Texas Supreme Court to
represent a Houston County man charged with robbery. In this case, the
previous judge did not issue a formal verdict, so the State appealed the lack
thereof. The Supreme Court, however, found in favor of Cooper's client,
ruling that an appeal cannot be made when there is no formal verdict. In
addition to his legal activities, Cooper also remained active in politics. In
1868, he served on the State Executive Committee for the Republican State
Convention, and, in 1869, successfully ran for the Texas State Legislature. In
the years between Cooper's loss in 1866 and his victory in 1869, substantial
political changes had taken place. In 1867, the United States Congress
took control of Reconstruction, invalidated all the governments elected
according to President Johnson's guidelines, and established new guidelines
that reduced the participation of former Confederates and required the
participation of African-Americans, all of which virtually guaranteed the
election of Republican-dominated governments across the South.
In 1870, Texas produced a state government dominated by Republicans
and elected Radical Republican Edmund J. Davis as governor. With the
ascendancy of the Republican Party in Texas, Cooper, by now a committed
Republican, joined his fellow scalawag, James R. Burnett in the twelfth
legislature as the state representatives for the third legislative district, which
represented both Houston and Cherokee Counties. Once in the legislature,
Cooper assumed the chairmanship of the House Committee on Counties
and Boundaries. As the chairman, he supported a bill to create Delta County
out of parts of Lamar, Hopkins, Fannin, and Hunt Counties. In honor of his
support for this bill, residents decided to name the county seat Cooper.
In July 1870, Governor E. J. Davis appointed both Cooper and Burnett
as district judges for the third and thirtieth districts, respectively. The
legislature had recently expanded the number of judicial districts from
seventeen to thirty-five and authorized the governor to appoint each
of the corresponding judges, rather than allow for elections. The newly
drawn third district, over which Cooper presided, included the counties
of Houston, Angelina, and Trinity. At the time, some speculation appeared
suggesting Davis had appointed Cooper in order to gain more support for
his Militia and Police Bills, which provided for a much more expansive
law enforcement capacity for the state. Others suggested that Davis
chose Cooper in an attempt to bridge the division between the Radical
Republicans, like Davis, and the more-conservative Hamilton Republicans,
like Cooper. Nevertheless, neither of these characterizations appear to have
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adversely affected Cooper's position in the party or in his judicial service.
During his term on the district court bench. Cooper heard numerous cases
ranging from violent crimes to county-level corruption to land disputes.
For those cases whose appeals reached the Republican-dominated Supreme
Court presided over by Chief Justice Lemuel D. Evans and then Chief
Justice Wesley B. Ogden, the court reversed Cooper's judgments eleven
times, affirmed his judgments three times, and dismissed the appeals all
together three times.
In November 1872, the political fortunes of Reconstruction shifted
again when Texans elected a legislature with a Democratic majority for
the first time since the war. "Redeemers:' Democrats attempting to end
Reconstruction by regaining control of the government, dominated the
thirteenth legislature. Immediately after it assembled in January 1873, the
"Redeemer" legislature aggressively worked to undo or limit most of the
legislation passed by the Radical Republicans, and attempted to remove or
force out as many Republicans as it could. "Redemption:' as this process is
known, affected Republicans across the state at everylevel ofgovernment, and
culminated with the election of Richard Coke, a Redeemer Democrat, over
the incumbent Radical Republican, E. J. Davis. By 1874, the state judiciary
remained as the only power-center left for Republicans. Shorty after his
inauguration, Coke appointed five new supreme-court justices, including
Chief Justice Oran M. Roberts, a former pro-secession Confederate colonel
and future Democratic governor, and Reuben A. Reeves, who had defeated
L. W. Cooper for the ninth district judgeship in 1866.
As for the district courts, the judges' appointments lasted until 1878,
but Redeemers saw the removal of these Republicans as essential to their
plans. Oran Roberts, writing in the 1890s, described these Republican
district judges as "adherents ofGovernor Davis:' who were "in full sympathy
with his mode of government." Like most Redeemers, Roberts saw Davis,
and the "extremism" he represented, as the root cause for much of the
problems facing the state. In his 1898 history of the state, Roberts wrote,
"[a] domineering spirit of arbitrary absolutism was generated and fostered
by the central power concentrated at the capital, that radiated throughout
all parts of the State and inspired officers of all grades to assume powers in
the discharge of their official duties which they would not have done under
more favorable circumstances..." According to the Texas Constitution
of 1869, district judges could be removed through impeachment or an
address. The address allowed the legislature, with the support of two-thirds
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of each legislative house, to petition the Governor to remove someone for
"incompentency [sic], neglect, neglect of duty, or other reasonable causes,
which are not sufficient grounds for impeachment."
The fourteenth legislature, assembling in January 1874 with a fourfifths Democratic majority in both houses, immediately began efforts to
remove many of these judges. Shortly after these proceedings began, Leroy
Cooper found himself the target of an address, which listed a number
of specific charges against him and included several of his rulings as
evidence. The address stated that Cooper, "is possessed of no adequate
amount of legal learning, and is, therefore, incompetent:' "By Reason of
his incompetency:' it continued, "he has failed to discharge the duties of
his office, resulting in the county of Houston, in the obstruction of public
justice, by the unnecessary accumulation of business, and the virtual denial
of justice to parties seeking redress in the judicial tribunals of that county."
The address specifically charged Cooper with improperly influencing
jury verdicts, accepting bribes for judgments, and, most importantly, for
showing partiality to "his political friends of the Radical persuasion" and to
his son-in-law, H. W. Moore, who argued cases in Cooper's court.
According to historian Patrick Williams, Redeemer Democrats leveled
these and other similar charges - "protecting Republican defendants by
slanting charges to juries, setting aside guilty verdicts, excluding Democrats
from juries, or blocking indictments" - in most of the addresses against
Republican judges, including Cooper's long-time associate James Burnett.
Despite the number of charges, however, few judges actually faced removal.
In the case of 1. W. Cooper, the state legislature met in a joint session on
March 24, 1874, to hear the address and determine his fate. After two days
of testimony, nine state senators and thirty-two house Democrats voted
against removing Judge Cooper, denying each house the two-thirds vote
necessary for removal. In the case of Burnett, the legislature dropped the
charges all together for lack of evidence.
Why did so many Democrats oppose Cooper's removal? It is difficult
to ascertain exactly why, but his pre-war position in the Houston County
community as a lawyer and small planter or his wartime service in the Texas
State Troops and Confederate Texas Legislature may have endeared him
to a few Democrats. In the case of bribery, Williams suggests the charge
against Cooper may have been fallacious, or at least misleading. Evidence
suggests he accepted the $100 not in exchange for a judgment, but rather
as compensation for a horse the defendant had stolen from Judge Cooper
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himself. Other evidence also suggests that violence and intimidation in
Cooper's district may have prevented him from aggressively pursuing
Republican policies. In 1868, a group of armed men ransacked Cooper's
law office in Crockett, damaging a significant amount of property, and in
1871, Governor Davis received a report on political violence in East Texas,
stating specifically that Unionists in Houston County, among others, were
intimidated and virtually silenced by the threat of violence. If, indeed,
Cooper had been intimidated, that may well have made him more palatable
to some Democrats. In any case, Democrats generally did not have a unified
vision as to what constituted grounds for removal, and therefore remained
divided on many cases.
In spite of the failure to remove most of the Republican judges,
Democrats continued to grapple for control of the judiciary. On the
Supreme Court, Chief Justice Oran M. Roberts heard numerous appeals
to judgments made by Republican judges. For the most part, however, at
least in the case of Cooper, the court maintained a fairly even distribution
of judgments. From 1874 to 1881, the Supreme Court reversed fourteen of
Cooper's judgments, affirmed eleven, and dismissed two. On the other hand,
the Democratic-controlled legislature continued more aggressive tactics
against Cooper, and several others, through redistricting. The legislature
Simply shrunk the districts held by Republican judges, leaving them with
much less authority. In April 1874, the legislature attached the counties of
Angelina and Houston to the fourth judicial district, leaving only Trinity
County under Cooper's judgeship. Cooper, like several other victims of
redistricting, stayed on the bench, but in a much less relevant position. In
1876, the new constitution reduced the number of districts to twenty-six
and reopened the office to election. In most cases, the gerrymandering
of the judicial districts produced positive results for Democratic judges,
which effectively ended the so-called "Democratic raid on the judiciary:'
After leaVing the bench in 1876, Leroy Cooper did not give up on
politics. He remained active in the Republican Party and, in that same
year, sat on the Committee on Platforms and Resolutions at the Republican
State Convention and served as a delegate to the National Republican
Convention in Cincinnati. At the national convention, he deviated from
the rest of the Texas delegation to vote for Roscoe Conkling, a strong
supporter of Reconstruction from New York, rather than Rutherford B.
Hays, a moderate from Ohio. After the election of 1876 and the subsequent
"Compromise of 1877" ending Reconstruction, Cooper continued to
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be active in Republican politics. In 1878, he unsuccessfully ran on the
Republican ticket for associate justice for the Texas Supreme Court and,
in 1884, was chosen as a presidential elector. Nevertheless, in spite of a few
efforts to revive his political career, L. W. Cooper returned primarily to his
law practice. In 1877, he appeared in a statewide legal directory, although
it erroneously listed him as having been the district judge for the ninth and
thirty-second district, rather than the ninth and third. He may also have
leaned toward the growing temperance movement during the latter part
of his life. In a brief biography of Cooper by the Houston County historian
Armistead Aldrich, the author concludes with the statement that, "[i]t is
said of him that he never drank a drop of intoxicants, as a beverage in his
life:'
Cooper spent the final twenty-four years of his life in Crockett,
Texas. During that time he maintained a slow, but relatively steady, rise in
property value from $10,657 in 1876 to $12,830 in 1885. By the mid-1890s,
however, Cooper had begun dividing his land up among his children. Of
his children, both daughters marred fairly prosperous members of the
Houston County community. His youngest daughter, Georgia, married
Harvin Moore, a lawyer and judge trained by her father, who had also been
implicated in the 1874 address against L. W. Cooper. Leroy's oldest son,
Lewis, remained in Houston County, following in his father's footsteps as
a lawyer and judge. His youngest son, James, however, became a doctor
and moved to Ft. Worth. In 1898, the last year he appears in the tax rolls,
L. W. Cooper held property valued at $5,580. On October 25, 1900, nine
days after his seventy-eighth birthday, Leroy Washington Cooper died at
his home in Crockett, Texas.
During the seventy-eight years ofCooper's life, and especially the fortyfour years in Texas, Leroy Cooper took part in many of the dramatic events
of that era. He moved to Texas during the great migration following the war
with Mexico. He experienced the Civil War, both politically and militarily,
though not in combat. He was on the front lines of the titanic struggle to
reshape the South during Reconstruction. He continued to practice law
and promote the Republican Party in a state overwhelmingly dominated
by Democrats. All together, Cooper's life seems quite remarkable, and yet,
in many ways, he represents an entire generation of Americans who lived
through the dramatic political and economic changes of the latter twothirds of the nineteenth century. His story provides insight into the choices
faced by those Americans, especially Southerners, and the consequences
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that followed those decisions, especially in the South.

ADDRESS AGAINST THE HONORABLE LEROY W. COOPER
To His Excellency Richard Coke, Governor of the State of Texas:
The House ofRepresentatives ofthe State ofTexas, the Senate concurring
therein, do hereby address your Excellency, and would represent that one L.
W. Cooper, Judge of the Third Judicial District, composed of the counties
of Houston, Angelina and Trinity, is unfit to hold the office of Judge of the
District Court, for the reasons following, to-wit:
First, He is uuqualified [sic] for the position of district judge, because
of the fact that he is possessed of no adequate amount oflegallearning, and
is, therefore, incompetent.
Second, By reason of his incompetency he has failed to discharge the
duties of his office, resulting, in the county of Houston, in the obstruction
of public justice, by the unnecessary accumulation of business, and the
virtual denial of justice to parties seeking redress in the judicial tribunals
of that county.
Third, The said judge has been guilty of gross partiality to his political
friends and associates in the discharge of his official duties, as evidenced
by his rulings and official conduct in the case of The State of Texas v.....
Gireaux, the same now pending on appeal in the Supreme Court at this
place, wherein, after a perversion of the law, in his charge to the jury in
the interest of the said party defendant, he did fix the appeal bond at one
hundred dollars, when the jury had rendered a verdict against the defendant
for two hundred dollars, when the jury had rendered a verdict against the
defendant for two hundred dollars, he being charged with an aggavated
[sic] assault and battery, or false imprisonment, for having, as a policeman,
placed irons and handcuffs on a citizen of Houston county, on the plea
that he had not obeyed E. J. Davis's high handed usurpation, known as
his "Election order:' in 1871, when said citizen had violated no law of the
land. And further, the said judge then accepted as bondsmen Wm. Hood
and ........ as the sureties without requiring an oath of them as the law
provides, and refusing to allow the attorneys representing the State to have
their solvency tested, when it was then asserted and a notorious fact, that
said sureties were wholly insolvency; and for other acts and rulings in said
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cause, evincing a disposition to favor the defendant at the expense of public
justice. Also, for many other acts of similar character in numerous cases,
where the said judge has manifested his partiality for his political friends
of the Radical persuasion, which this House will reserve the right hereafter
to specify.
Fourth, For attempting to use and in using his official influence as
judge aforesaid in persuading parties prosecuting and others concerned,
and it various ways attempting to defeat the operation of the law, by hearing
and attempting to secure the dismissal of cases where parties were charged
with grave offenses against the law. As evidenced in his conduct in certain
causes pending in the District Court of Angelina, styled the State of Texas
v. Wm. Benner et al, wherein defendants were charged with murder, and
thereafter for wrongful conduct and erroneous rulings and charge to the
jury in said cause, whereby he sought to secure the acquittal of said parties,
and did thereby secure the acquittal of the defendants at the expense of
public justice and to the scandal of the judicial authority; and for many
other similar acts throughout his district in the interest of his political and
personal friends, which this House will reserve the right to hereafter specify.
Fifth, For his gross and unbearable partiality for his son-in-law, H.
W. Moore, a practicing attorney in his court, whereby his whole judicial
authority and influence are and have been exerted in the interest of the said
Moore, both in civil and criminal cases, to the prejudice of other attorneys
of the said court, resulting in great injustice to parties litigant, and bringing
judicial authority into disgrace, as evidenced by his nearly every official
act where the said Moore was concerned, and as evinced by his rulings
and charge in cause of E. M. Collins vs. Thomas F. Cook, now pending on
appeal in Supreme Court at this place, to which reference is made. And for
many other similar acts, which this House reserves the right hereafter to
specify.
Sixth, For presiding in the cause of The State of Texas v. W. D. Taylor,
pending in Houston county, wherein defendant is charged with murder,
and making rulings therein in the interest of the said Taylor, when the said
judge had previously been engaged as the attorney of the said Taylor, (and
his son-in-law was then one of the attorneys for the said Taylor,) all in
contempt of the law, and in utter disregard of his official oath.
Seventh, For compounding felony in the case of The State v. Abe Smith,
pending in Houston county, wherein the defendant was charged with theft;
whereby the said judge did receive the sum of one hundred dollars as
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an inducement for and in consideration of his thereafter having the said
Smith discharged, or some such similar service, whereby the said smith
was promised that he should not be further troubled in said cause; and that
the said judge thereafter failed and refused to discharge his duty, in said
cause, and his failed to have said Smith brought to trial and has refused, on
application of the attorney representing the State, to allow a forfeiture taken
on said Smith's bond, though the said Smith had repeatedly and uniformly
failed and refused to attend the said court, as required by his said bond, and
for many other derelictions of duty and corruptions in office, which this
House reserves the right hereafter to specify.
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MIRABEAU

B. LAMAR: POET) PRESIDENT)

AND NAMESAKE FOR A UNIVERSITY

Mary Scheer
Sitting on a pedestal in the center of the Lamar University quadrangle in
Beaumont, Texas, is a bust of Mirabeau B. Lamar, the second president of the
Republic ofTexas. Like many heroic figures ofTexas history, the bust is largerthan-life and gazes over the campus as a reminder to all that a "cultivated
mind is the guardian genius of DemocracY:' Sculpted by local artist David
Cargill in 1966, the bust serves as an artistic focal point, a gathering place
for free speech, and an iconic symbol of the university itself. Yet despite
its imposing presence, few students who pass by know very much about
Mirabeau B. Lamar or even pause to read his words or reflect on his legacy.'
So why do so few students and others remember Lamar? Why has he
failed to attract the devotion on the scale of other such statesmen as Sam
Houston and Stephen F. Austin? And why has it been over a quarter century
for any scholarly interest in a revisionist biography of him? First, he was a
nineteenth-century southern aristocrat whose presidency was sandwiched
between the two terms of popular President Sam Houston, the hero of
San Jacinto. Thus, he lived in the shadow of Houston who possessed great
personal charisma and personified frontier individualism. Second, Lamar
was highly cultured and not ofthe frontier. His appearance-described as "of
the French type, five feet seven or eight inches high, with dark complexion,
black, long hair, inclined to curl, and gray eyes" was in contrast to other
rugged individualists and frontiersmen of the era. Even his dress, according
to recent Texas immigrant Francis R. Lubbock, was peculiar for the time
and place: "His clothes very loose, his pants being of that old style, very
baggy, and with large pleats, looking odd, as he was the only person I ever
saw in Texas in that style of dress." His name Mirabeau Buonaparte, named
after Napoleon Bonaparte, sounded foreign and elitist and also set him apart
from the common man. Third, he was always more southern than western.
He had grown up on a Georgia plantation, possessing talents in the arts
and classics that appealed to the educated, elite classes rather than to those
who immigrated to Texas as dirt farmers or opportunistic adventurers. And
fourth, Lamar was an idealist who envisioned a Texas empire that would
Mary L. Scheer is an Associate Professor of History and the Chair of the
Department at Lamar University.
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ultimately expand to the Pacific Ocean, rather than a practical politician with
realistic goals to solve the serious problems facing an infant Republic. Anson
Jones, the last president of the Republic, characterized Lamar as "an elegant
writer;' but whose mind was "altogether of a dreamy, poetic order. A sort of
political troubadour & Crusader... :' Ironically, Jones also believed that Texas
was just "too small" for a man "of such wild visionary 'vaulting ambition:"2
Lamar was born on August 16, 1798, and came of age during the early
years of the nineteenth century. The son of John and Rebecca Lamar, he was
a descendant of a Georgia Huguenot family and received his name from
his eccentric, self-taught uncle Zachariah Lamar. An avid reader Zachariah
chose historical names for the four male offspring of John and Rebecca:
Lucius Quintus Cincinnatus, Jefferson Jackson, Thomas Randolph, and
Mirabeau Buonaparte. Growing up on Fairfield plantation in Georgia,
Lamar received "the best education which the schools of the country
afforded." But living in a rural, frontier area with schools some distance
from home, Lamar and his siblings' education was inconsistent, alternating
from regular school attendance to self-instruction. Nevertheless, during his
early years as the son of a prosperous Georgia plantation owner, Lamar
pursued his studies both independently and under the direction of Dr.
Alonzo Church, principal of Eatonton Academy near his home. There he
developed an interest in the classics, which consisted of a combination of
art, history, literature, drama, and poetry. Fencing and horseback riding
were also among his interests, but writing verse and oil painting became his
real avocations. 3
Throughout his life Lamar composed and published poetry. As a
young man he had came under the influence of the Romantic poetsWordsworth, Byron, Gibbon, Pope, Scott, and others. At the end of the
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, a basic change had occurred in
the consciousness of western culture. Romanticism, as a new world view,
rejected the ideas of the Enlightenment, with its emphasis on science,
order, and reason, in favor of spirituality, sentiment, and emotion. To the
Romantic mind, imagination, self determination, and ambition, in contrast
to the classical view of authority, obedience, and hierarchy, were virtues
which the individual should strive to fulfill. Poets and artists of the time
recognized this radical change in traditional patterns of behavior and
thought and reflected it in their creative works. It was into this environment
that Lamar matured, fusing his southern cavalier tradition of honor and
valor with the sentimentalism and emotionalism of the Romantic literary
movement. The result for Lamar was a poetry that was "spontaneous
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effusions;' written for those "more interested in feelings of the man than in
the genius of the poet."4
Philip Graham, who published Lamar's collected poems in 1938, observed
that "Lamar's private life is the only proper setting for [understanding] his
poems"-not his public career. With a few exceptions, that was generally
true. The bulk of his poetry provided a window into the private Lamar--his
trials and tribulations, joys and sorrows. During periods of melancholia and
grief, he often sought solace through poetic expression to soothe his wounded
spirit and provide an emotional outlet. For example in 1830 he wrote the
poem "Thou Idol of My Soul" following the death of his wife Tabatha from
tuberculosis, who was just 21 years of age and had bore him a daughter.
Thou idol of my soul, adieu!
With one so loved, 'tis hard to part;
Thine angel-form still haunts my view,
And lives within the constant heart
That soon must break for thee. 5
In the months following Tabatha's death the grieving Lamar traveled
quite a bit, adhering to a nineteenth-century notion that a change of
surroundings would be good therapy. He therefore wandered restlessly
throughout Georgia and Alabama visiting friends and relatives. Also
therapeutic for Lamar was poetic expression. Two years later (1832)
he wrote an elegy to his late wife titled "At Evening on the Banks of the
Chattahoochee;' in which he fondly remembered their evening strolls
along the Chattahoochee River in Georgia. It reads:
But all the loveliness that played
Around her once, hath fled;
She sleepeth in the valley's shade,
A dweller with the dead;
And I am here with ruined mind,
Left lingering on the strand,
To pour my music to the wind,
My tears upon the sand. 6
The years following the loss of his wife were filled with more setbacks
and grief for Lamar, resulting in his immigration to Texas. In 1833 he failed
to secure a U.S. congressional seat from Georgia, followed by the tragic deaths
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of his sister, brother, and father. During this time Lamar described himself in
his "Journal ofMy Travels" as "miserably dyspeptic and melancholy:' By 1835,
however, Lamar had sufficiently recovered and resolved to "visit Texas with
a view of settling there, if pleased with the province:' He therefore set out for
Texas, a Mexican province whose abundant land and prospects for economic
betterment were attracting Anglo settlers. Traveling by stage, steamer, and
horseback, Lamar crossed into Texas on July 17, 1835, near Gaines Ferry on
the Sabine River, which he described as "a narrow, muddy stream:' Following
the old El Camino Real or King's Highway Lamar "broke for Nacogdoches:'
He observed: "To me the country seems delightful; the woods green with
grass; abundantly watered; very easily cleared and remarkably fertile when
opened:' Continuing southwestward, Lamar visited the settled areas of
Washington-on-the-Brazos, San Felipe, Columbia, Brazoria, and Velasco,
eventually staking out a land claim near Cole's Settlement.1
Like other travelers in frontier areas, Lamar frequently stopped
overnight at boarding houses and private homes where he obtained news
of the escalating quarrel between Texas and Mexico. On September 9,1835,
he "staid a day or two at Johnson's tavern:' attending the public dinner the
night before for Stephen F. Austin, who had returned after twenty-eight
months in Mexico, much of it in prison. Continuing on to San Felipe he
acquired lodging at the boarding house and tavern of Angeline Eberly
Peyton, an innkeeper who later fired a cannon to prevent the removal of
the state archives to Houston. Then on October 8 he stopped at the public
tavern in Brazoria, but the fare was so horrible that he "left for Mrs. Long:'
a reference to Jane Herbert Wilkinson Long, wife of filibuster Dr. James
Long and an early pioneer woman on the Bolivar peninsula. His 1838
poem "Seranade:' with a reference to "bonnie Jane:' later stirred rumors of
a possible romance between them.
We owe our gratitude, my love,
To Sol's enlivening ray;
And yet I prize the moonlight, love,
Above the glare of day.
a bonnie Jane, thou art to me
Whate'ver in both is bestThou art the moonbeam to mine eye,
The sunbeam to my brest. 8
After a brief trip to Georgia to settle his affairs in November of 1835,
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Lamar returned in late March the next year to a Texas embroiled in a
full-scale revolt. Following months if not years of political differences over
new restrictions on immigration, repeal of tariff exemptions, cessation
of Mexican land grants, threats against the institution of slavery, and the
overthrow of the Constitution of 1824 in favor of an authoritarian centralist
government, Texans were now engaged in armed conflict with the forces
of General Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna at Gonzales, Goliad, and San
Antonio. Furthermore, a convention of delegates meeting at Washingtonon-the-Brazos had declared Texas independence and prepared a provisional
constitution for a new nation. At the same time chaos reigned as settlers in
central Texas fled eastward after the fall of the Alamo on March 6 to escape
the approaching Mexican army. By April 10, 1836, Lamar wrote: "Texas is in
a dreadful state of confusion; the Mexicans thus far are prevailing:'9
During the months of armed resistance beginning in the fall of 1835,
Lamar contributed several poems, including ''Arm for the Southern Land;'
which was originally written in 1833 as a defense of slavery and southern
rights. Lamar revised the poem to reflect the approaching Mexican-Texan
struggle:
Arm for your injured land;
Where will you find a braver?
Low lay the tyrant hand
Uplifted to enslave her.
Each hero draws
In freedom's cause,
And meets the foe with bravery;
The servile race
Will turn their face,
And safety seek in slaveryl°
He also composed his first poem on Texas soil titled "Give to the Poet
His Well Earned Praise:' This poem, published just six months before the
battle of San Jacinto on April 21, 1836, in the Brazoria newspaper The Texas
Republican, deviated from Lamar's introspective, sentimental poems to
address the impending Texas crisis. He wrote:
When shall I meet the audacious foe,
Face to face where the flags are flying?
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I long to thin them, "two at a blow:'
And ride o'er the dead and the dying!
My sorrel steed shall his fetlocks stain
In the brain of the hostile stranger;
With an iron heel he spurns the plain,
And he breathes full and free in DANGERll
Lamar's lament about an imaginary battlefield would soon be fulfilled.
He had returned to Texas just in time to join the Texan army as a private after
the fall of the Alamo and the Goliad massacre. As the Mexican and Texan
forces faced each other at San Jacinto on April 21, 1836, Lamar distinguished
himself in battle, received a verbal commission to colonel, and commanded
the cavalry to victory over the forces of General Santa Anna. Following the
battle, he retired to his tent and penned the poem "San Jacinto:'
Mourn the death of those
Who for their country die,
Sink on her bosom for repose,
And triumph where they lie.
Laurels for those who bled,
The living hero's due.
But holier wreaths will crown the deadA grateful nation's loveF2
With the success of the Texas Revolution Lamar, as vice-president
(1836-1938) and then president of the Republic of Texas (1838-1841), put
aside his poetry for awhile in favor of statecraft. But the Texas Constitution
of 1836 was silent on the duties of the vice president and since his
relationship with President Houston was strained, he spent much of his
term in Georgia. Lamar preferred his own home and personal pursuits,
such as visiting friends, settling his private affairs, studying Spanish, and
adding to his historical collections, rather than an inconsequential role
in the Houston administration. He also found time to promote the new
Republic while his admirers praised him as a Texas hero. Then, in late
1837 at the behest of his supporters, he returned to Houston, the newly
established capital, to consider his political future in Texas. 13
Since the Texas Constitution restricted President Sam Houston from
running for another consecutive term, Lamar announced his candidacy for
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president. After a harsh campaign of accusations and the apparent suicide
of his principal opponent, Lamar overwhelming won the race. But the
Texas he faced was adrift in insurmountable problems, including a possible
re-conquest by Mexico, severe financial difficulties, menacing Indians, the
location for a permanent capital, and the failed Santa Fe expedition to secure
that region. As president of the Republic he therefore found little time to
compose, producing only six known poems in three years. Additionally,
his health was frail and in late 1840 he took a necessary leave of absence to
seek medical attention in New Orleans, returning to his post by February
of 1841. Although the nature of his illness is uncertain, he later described
its severity as leaving him "almost wasted to the grave:'14
Following the end of his presidential term and freed from the
responsibilities of public office, Lamar resumed his literary efforts in
earnest. In 1841 he retired to his home in Richmond, intending to write
a comprehensive history of Texas and a proposed biography of Stephen
F. Austin. He also continued to write poetry, producing over 100 poems
during his lifetime, including "On the Death of My Daughter" in 1843
following daughter Rebecca Ann's death at age 16.
You tell me that my grief is vain
My child will not return;
No earthly tears can wake again
The ashes of the urn;
You tell me too that she is gone
To regions blest and fairAnd wrong it is her loss to mourn,
Since she's an angel there. 15
Lamar's retirement, however, was short lived. With Texas annexation
to the United States in 1845, an action Lamar had originally opposed on
grounds that Texas should remain independent and expand to the Pacific
Ocean, he returned to the battlefield and volunteered to join General
Zachary Taylor's army in defending the Rio Grande boundary in the War
with Mexico (1846-1848). He also fought in the battle of Monterrey, helped
organize a municipal government at Laredo, and was a representative to
the second Texas legislature. During that time he returned to the theme of
Texas and composed an ode to a young Mexican lady in the area named
Carmelita whom he met during the recent war.
I soon shall seek the battle-field,
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Where Freedom's flag is wavingMy Texas comrades by my side,
All perils madly braving;
I only grieve to think each blow
That vengeance bids the steel bestow,
Must make thee mine eternal foe,
Donna Carmelita 16

°

In the decade leading up to the Civil War, Lamar retained much of
his southern sensibilities. Matters of national importance, especially
the growing gulf between the North and South, claimed his attention.
For example, he denounced the Compromise of 1850, opposed federal
encroachment of states rights, and increasingly sided with the secessionists.
He also remarried in 1851. During his courtship he penned "To Miss
Henrietta Maffitt;' for his future bride.
0, lady, if the stars so bright,
Were diamond worlds bequeath'd to me,
I would resign them all this night,
To frame one welcome lay to thee;
For thou art dearer to my heart,
Than all the gems of earth and sky;
And he who sings thee as thou art
May boast a song that cannot die. 17

In 1857 Lamar wrote his last known poem with a Texas theme. After
returning once again to the peaceful serenity of Oak Grove, his small
plantation home on the Brazos River, he wrote an idyllic descriptive poem,
"Home on the Brazos;' in which he expressed his fondness for Texas, his
home, and his family.
Full soon I hope in Texan shadesFair land of flowers and blooming maidsTo roam enraptured by they side,
As blessed with thee on Brazos' tide
As when I first, on Galvez' isle
Walked in the rainbow of thy smile. 18
Not everyone, however, admired or appreciated Lamar's literary efforts.
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Some of his detractors, such as Republic of Texas presidents Sam Houston
and Anson Jones, ridiculed his composing sentimental, romantic verse
as unmanly and frivolous. Houston, in particular, displayed contempt for
Lamar's sentimentalism and encouraged his own son Sam to become "any
thing but a Poet, or a Fidler, [sic] or a song singer:' A later critic, folklorist
and u.T. professor J. Frank Dobie, wrote a review of Lamar's collected
poems in 1938. Dobie lamented the fact that the bulk of Lamar's poetry
had "nothing of the actual land he was supposed to represent:' Instead of
realistic images of Jim Bowie with his knife, Pamela Mann cussing out Sam
Houston who had appropriated her oxen, or Bigfoot Wallace stuffing his
clothes full of hickory nuts as armor against Indian arrows, Lamar wrote
"saccharine inanities" about "the belle of Nindiri:' the "sweet daughter of
Mendoza:' and "beautiful Irene:' His verse, it seemed, was just too lofty and
idealistic for many Texans. 19
Nevertheless in 1857, with the encouragement of his wife and friends,
Lamar published a collection of his poems titled Verse Memorials. Included
within the blue leather-bound volume were selected poems written as a
tribute to those "friends, who have been so long the sunshine of his life:'
He further characterized his verse as "fragments of thought and feeling,
rescued from the turmoil of a life that permitted little leisure for literary
recreation:' Earlier he had refused to allow publication of his poetry because
it was "not written for the general public:' Moreover, he feared exposing
himself to ridicule from his critics, who charged that his poetry was further
evidence of a dreamy idealism that, they believed, "rendered him unfit
for public life:' Lamar eventually overcame his reluctance to publish his
poems because he needed money to cover his debts. He also hoped that his
poetry would give his small daughter, Loretto Evaline "a better knowledge
of her father's heart" than she would derive "from the public records of his
political and military life." Unfortunately, even financial gain eluded him
due to the bankruptcy of the W. P. Fetridge and Company of New York, the
printing firm that published his poems. 20
During the months preparing Verse Memorials for publication, Lamar
actively sought a political appointment to ease his financial situation. Heavily
in debt, as early as 1853 he penned his hopes on receiving a diplomatic post
from the U.S. government to solve his pecuniary obligations. His nemesis,
Sam Houston, quipped at the time: "I will not be surprised to see Lamar come
into favor and get a good appointment from Pierce:' But it was not until the
Buchanan administration (1857-1861) that he finally secured a position as
minister to Nicaragua and Costa Rica with a salary of $10,000 a year. But
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his diplomatic duties proved difficult and his health began to decline again.
After about twenty months at his post, Lamar resigned and he returned to his
home at Oak Grove in October of 1859. Then, on December 19,1859, on the
eve of the Civil War, he died of a heart attack at age 61 and was buried in the
cemetery at Richmond. Spared from the costly ravages of the Civil War and
the defeat of Texas and the Confederacy, Lamar was eulogized by the editor
of the Houston Telegraph and Texas Register. He wrote: '1\ worthy man has
fallen; let his name be remembered by the people:'21
In 1932 the citizens of Beaumont did indeed remember his name by
choosing Mirabeau B. Lamar as the namesake of the local junior college.
According to John W. Storey, distinguished professor emeritus of Lamar
University, Beaumonters wanted to enhance the reputation of South Park
Junior College, which had been established in 1923 and housed at the South
Park High School. They therefore initiated a process "first, to enhance the
college's regional identity and, second, disentangle it from the high schoo!:'
Essential to the process was to rename the college and create a separate
identity by which to attract new students. In August the public was invited
to participate in a contest to name the institution by submitting a ISO-word
essay with justification for the selection. Since Sam Houston and Stephen F.
Austin were assigned already to other schools in 1879 and 1923 respectively,
the winning entry was Mirabeau B. Lamar, submitted by Otho Plummer,
later chairman of the Lamar University Board of Regents. According to
Plummer's essay, Lamar was a worthy selection for the name of the new
college, citing his military record, his service as the second president of
the Republic, and the acknowledged "Father of Texas Education:' At the
same time the school and athletic teams received a new mascot, with the
Cardinals replacing the Brahmas bulls, and red and blue replacing the old
maroon and gray colors. Besides the university, Lamar is also the namesake
for a county, a city, a naval ship, and scores of schools in Texas. 22
As poet, president, and namesake for a university, Lamar was a gifted
writer, a capable leader, and a worthy choice for the name of an academic
institution. As a poet he considered his verse merely a private "literary
recreation" with little relationship to the realities of frontier life. In 1835
when he splashed across the Sabine River on horseback into Texas, he
carried with him the cavalier culture of the Old South that he had absorbed
as a youth, which was incongruous with his pioneer surroundings. Through
his verse he tenaciously clung to traditional southern themes of beauty,
virtue, and womanhood and only occasionally allowed the realities of early
Texas to inspire his poetry. By pouring out his emotions and inner conflicts
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through his poetry, the private Lamar emerges--sentimental, introspective,
romantic, and idealistic--aspects rarely included in history books. As
president his enemies once proclaimed that he was a better poet than
politician, blaming him for the many problems of the new government.
Yet despite his political failures, he did propose many initiatives that would
eventually become a permanent part of Texas, such as an educational
system, a state capitol in Austin, and annexation to the United States. And
as the namesake of a university, Lamar's name was memorialized for future
generations to realize his vision of an educational system, one that would
be, he said, "a great and moral and intellectual edifice, which will in after
ages be hailed as the chief ornament and blessing of Texas:'23
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"RODE OUT OF THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY AS HERETIC»:
THE POLITICAL TRANSFORMATION OF SAM HOUSTON
AND THE SOUTHERN WHIG LEGACY, 1848-1861

Miles Smith
In the narrative of Texas' independence and early statehood, no figure
looms larger than Sam Houston. His political life continued long after Texas'
annexation to the United States, and his most important contributions
to broader American history occurred in the 1850s. Houston famously
opposed the Nashville Convention of 1850, the Kansas-Nebraska Act of
1854, and Texas' secession in January of 1861. Because Sam Houston was
"a Democrat of long standing and "a southerner by birth, residence, loyalty
and philosophy:' his departure from the southern Democrats' orthodoxy
epitomized his political bravery. This is how Theodore Sorenson and
others codified Houston's supposed courageous reasoning for the reading
American public, in popular works, perhaps best exemplified by Profiles
in Courage. Houston historiography hasn't strayed far from Sorenson's
admittedly less scholarly analysis. Marquis James called Houston "a
southern Democrat" in his Pulitzer-winning 1937 biography The Raven.
James extolled Houston's political bravery by noting that Houston was the
"only southern Democrat" to vote against the Kansas-Nebraska Act. James
would later admit that Houston followed the "regular Democrats" and not
the "southern Democrats" in the Secession Winter of 1860.
Of course this largely ignores the fact that in 1856 Houston hadn't
seen fit to be a Democrat at all. By then he was an active and enthusiastic
member of the American Party, popularly called the Know-Nothings after
the nativist movement it sprang from. In fact in 1857, Houston threatened
to run for governor against the Democratic candidate. Llerena Friend's
scholarly Sam Houston: The Great Designer at midcentury maintained that
Houston's affiliation with the American Party stemmed from his innate
unionism. Friend therefore posited that Houston was a very reluctant
Know-Nothing, caught in-between southern Democrats and Republicans.'
The remainder of twentieth-century Houston biographies omitted any
real analysiS of Houston's involvement with the Know-Nothings. Houston
always emerged as a disaffected southern Democrat. Clifford Hopewell in
Miles Smith is a doctoral candidate at Texas Christian University.
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his Sam Houston: Man of Destiny speculated that political disappointment
with the Democrats during the election of 1852 drew Houston to the
American Party. Donald Braider reached the same conclusion in his 1974
biography ofHouston, Solitary Star. The newest scholarly biographer ofSam
Houston, James Haley, disputes any ideological affinity Houston had for
the American party, stating simply that "by default" Houston, a nationalist
moderate, gravitated toward the American Party because of southern
Democratic extremism and fears of abolitionism in the Republican Party.
He simply had no other party to join. Texas historian Gregg Cantrell argued
convincingly that Houston was in fact a convinced and passionate supporter
of the American Party. Houston, Cantrell sympathetically argued, identified
with the Know-Nothings because of his commitment to republicanism and
his fear that a majority of immigrant citizens accustomed to monarchy
might undermine the body politic of the United States, and because any
innate antipathy Houston felt toward Catholics. 2
One might assume that Houston's identification with the KnowNothings was a blot on an otherwise impressive legacy. However, despite
the party's anti-immigrant rhetoric, Houston refused to engage in the
demagoguery associated with political nativism in the North. In fact,
Houston's support of the American Party should be viewed as a positive
facet of his political legacy. His politics in the 1850s were not tending toward
nativism, but instead toward the politics of the antebellum Whig coalition.
From 1850 until his deposition by a coup in 1861, Houston espoused the
policies and adopted the political tone of former southern Whigs. With
the sole exception of Houston, the roster of prominent southern KnowNothings in 1856 included mainly Whigs: Kentucky's Garrett Davis,
Tennessee's John Bell, and North Carolina's Kenneth Rayner. A convention
of old Whigs actually met in Baltimore to endorse the American Party's
candidates. Houston never specifically identified with Whigs, but his
actions and his final political act confirmed that by 1860 Houston preferred
the legacy of southern Whigs to that of southern Democrats.)
Impulse and emotional responses to personal and political setbacks
governed Sam Houston throughout his life, but his political transformation
should not be dismissed as simply a personal grudge against southern
Democratic leadership. He hated Calhoun, for example, but opposed the
Democrats vehemently long after Calhoun's death in 1850. His political
stands also caused him considerable personal distress. Long-time friends
abandoned him and he endured accusations of cowardice and being
a traitor to the South. Houston idea of loyalty precluded him from ever
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dishonoring the memory of his "master" Andrew Jackson. Houston might
never call himself a Whig, but that did not mean he could not play the part
or even assume the mantle of southern Whigs after the party's demise in
the 1850s. Bertram Wyatt-Brown argued that southern politicians wielded
influence by outwardly conforming to the popular ideal of the prosperous
yeomen. Houston conformed for a while, but by the 1850s he cared little
for outward conformity to the school of Jefferson and Jackson. His political
actions, which seemed very much like those of the old Whigs, spoke louder
than his words of dutiful but tepid filial affection for Jackson. 4
EarlyTexas politics and the state's subsequent history precluded Houston
from ever directly espousing Whig principles. Contemporary observers
and subsequent generations of historians viewed Texas' independence era
and eventual statehood as a consequence of the Jacksonian political milieu.
Texas' settlement, independence, and statehood formed a powerful and
important piece of the narrative of Manifest Destiny, the United States' allencompassing expansion westward during the first half of the nineteenth
century. The Democratic Party particularly prioritized the politics of
expansion, given the popularity of western settlement among the parties
political base of small farmers. Secondly, Whig opposition to the Mexican
War (famously articulated by the party's two most famous antebellum
exemplars, Henry Clay and Abraham Lincoln) the close association of the
war with Texas annexation, and Polk's legally dubious invasion further
strengthened the idea that Texas and the Texans remained the exclusive
province of Jacksonian Democracy and the bourgeoning slave power. The
final and in many ways most important historical confirmation of the
Jacksonian founding and orientation of Texas in the nineteenth century
was the monolithic historical and historiographical place of Sam Houston. 5
Houston's dalliance with the Whigs coincided with a period of party
disorder in the United States. In 1850, North and South collided again on
the question of slavery. The admittance of California as a free state enraged
southern slaveholders. The most vehement enemies ofCalifornia's statehood
and the subsequent Compromise of 1850 were southern Democrats,
especially those representing the Deep South states. In the summer of 1850,
southern planters joined together at a hastily called convention in Nashville
to discuss their response to the California Crisis. Their main grievance
hinged on Zachary Taylor's principled unwillingness to allow slavery to
expand into the territories. The Missouri Compromise had settled the
question three decades earlier, but reactionary southerners hoped to undo
the federal law. Even supposed moderates, such as Mississippi's rising star
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Jefferson Davis, panned the compromise as a dangerous concession to
northern abolitionists. Southern Democrats demanded strict adherence to
their program, one bent on the unlimited expansion of slavery into western
territories. But not all southerners actively wished for slavery at the cost of
union. Southern Whigs, led by their leader Henry Clay and notables such
as John Crittenden Alexander Stephens, and Robert Toombs, took every
opportunity available to stall secession-minded southerners. 6
In the summer of 1848 the debate over slavery in conquered Mexican
territories raged in the Senate. Houston's position was well known: in 1848,
he praised Henry Clay with almost embarrassing gusto, telling his colleagues
that the Kentuckian deserved to have a statue erected in the rotunda for
his defense of the Missouri Compromise. Houston's support for Clay and
compromise drew the ire of Calhoun and the cadre of southern Democrats.
The march of southern opinion, Calhoun declared, would overwhelm the
Texans. Houston, characteristically blustery, warned Calhoun that the
cart he was driving would be overturned, with disastrous consequences.
Houston especially despised Calhoun's pretension to be the spokesperson
for the entire South. In February 1850, Houston made the first in a series
of speeches attacking the gathering of southerners planned in Nashville. He
condemned the Southern Address and the Wilmot Proviso, but he ended
by arguing that despite the Wilmot Proviso and perceived degradations
from the North, southerners must remain true to the Union. 7
In 1848, Houston faithfully supported the Democratic programs. He
expressed disappointment when Zachary Taylor beat Lewis Cass in that
year's presidential election, but failed to see Taylor as the augur ofevil as some
southerners perceived the Louisianan. Unlike other Democrats, Houston
trusted, respected, and even allowed himself to be influenced by Henry Clay.
Houston felt comfortable with Clay in the Senate, and assured himself that
Clay would temper any extreme northern demands. Furthermore, Houston
conjectured that the Whigs would be "Tylerized;' effectually supporting
most adopting moderate positions friendly to both southern Democrats
and southern Whigs. The Whig administration provided very little reason to
worry Houston. He told his wife he saw no reason why he shouldn't be able
to "keep cool" during the legislative session. s
During the winter of 1848 Houston also made a name as a Temperance
southerner. Whigs nationally enjoyed the reputation as the party of moral
and religious reform. Reformist Whigs willingly used the power of the state
to affect temperance movements, political wars against prostitution, and
most importantly abolitionism. A southerners and a slaveholder, Houston
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never became an abolitionist. But he publicly and vigorously defended
the politicization of reformist Protestantism during the 1840s and 1850s,
especially regarding temperance. He attended the Baptist Church in
Washington and described his congregation as Evangelical, the word more
often used to describe Whig Protestant Reformers than Democratic Planters
from the South. Houston, the violent drunken Jacksonian, embraced latterday Whig piety. He wrote his wife Margaret that he considered temperance
second to Christianity among the world's great movements and took the
"pledge" as it was then called to never drink again. Houston set out for
Washington happily contented that Taylor would not cause too much fuss
for the Democrats. 1850 would prove to be the last year Houston remained
loyal to his long-time party. 1850 marked the beginning ofpowerful political
transformation in Houston. Temperance and Unionism prepared the fuel,
but southern Democrats ultimately lit the match that burned Houston's
long-standing affiliation with the Democratic Party to ashes. 9
Nothing burned southern Democrats more than the Wilmot Proviso.
The Deep South Democrats saw the proviso as an infinitely more ominous
portent than their Whig brethren. In, 1848 Jefferson Davis, reiterated
by South Carolina Francis Pickens and others proposed that if northern
Democrats did not specifically repudiate the proviso, that southern
Democrats should boycott the nominating convention and band together
to discuss secession for sectional "defense:' This terrifyingly foreshadowed
1860, but Sam Houston and southern Whigs refused to accept that the
Wilmot Proviso was grounds for secession. When asked by a wary Alabama
Whig what North Carolinians would do if the Wilmot Proviso remained
the law of the land, North Carolina Whig Edward Stanly responded that
he expected that citizens of his state to remain true to the Union, Wilmot
Proviso or no Wilmot Proviso. Houston stated this line of reasoning to
James Gadsden in a letter written just before the congressional debate over
the California and the Compromise. He reprised his irritation with the
Wilmot Proviso. No man, Houston wrote, had fought the proviso as hard
as he had, but he also accused southerners of playing politics with Wilmot.
Southern sectionalist accused Houston of supporting the Proviso; Houston
objected. Of course, he told Gadsden, he objected to the Wilmot Proviso.
But he argued that southern Democrats used the Proviso as a litmus test
to mark their enemies. Houston had proven insufficiently venomous in his
denunciation of the Proviso. Houston realized that Calhoun and the cabal of
southern Democrats judged him a traitor to the South and the Democracy,
as many still called the Democratic Party. Had Houston simply been chaffing
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at Calhoun's personal ideology and influence, he could have easily implored
his fellow Democrats to follow the course of Andrew Jackson and left his
political fortune in the hands of his long-time party. But Houston left the
Democrats and increasingly espoused positions considered heretical by
southern Democratic purists. His issue lay not simply with disunion, but
with larger tenants of the Democratic Party itself. 1o
Southern Whigs and their sympathizers (among whom was Sam
Houston) denounced the disunionist machinations of John Calhoun and
the emergent "Fire-Eaters;' as slavery's strongest proponents came to be
known. Georgia's Robert Toombs, concerned but forceful, wrote to John
Crittenden. "This Southern movement is a bold strike to disorganize the
Southern Whigs and either to destroy Genl. Taylor in advance or compel
him to throw himself in the hands of a large section of the Democracy at
the South." President Taylor's staunch unionism made clear to everyone
that Democrats were unlikely to find a hint of support from the President,
and Toombs saw his party's major strength. Confident, Toombs and the
other southern Whigs decided to battle the intransigent southerners at their
meeting in Nashville. "The Southern Democracy;' exulted Toombs, "are
perfectly desperate... Almost every man of the Southern Democrats have
joined Calhoun's movement. After mature consideration we concluded to
go into the meeting in order to control and crush if'l!
Sam Houston likewise hoped to crush the secessionists in 1850. He
approved of the Compromise and cast his lot with Henry Clay and the
Whigs. This was not simple electioneering. Houston's supposed ambitions
hinged on southern support, but his actions in the Senate displayed an
idealistic disregard for popular southern opinion. He argued in the Senate
that the Nashville meeting was unconstitutional. When Robert Barnwell
Rhett, a Fire-Eater Senator and planter from the South Carolina Lowcountry,
whined at Houston for attacking the conventioneers, Houston responded
cleverly. If the Nashville Convention "assembled for unconstitutional
purposes, it was bad; if it assembled for no purpose it was most ridiculous."
Houston "entertained no respect for the designs" of the Nashville group.
While it is possible that his persistent and strong personal dislike of John
Calhoun soured Houston on the Democrats (whom Toombs and others
noted were now completely under the aged South Carolinian's sway), it
is far more likely his rebuff of the Nashville Convention lay grounded in
constitutional and political principles, not personality. Houston remained
convinced that if southern grievances were addressed, the power of the
conventioneers would dissipate. Although he was wrong on that point,
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he was sincere and never moved from that position, regardless of who
opposed him, personal enemy or not. Give southerners the benefit of their
constitutional guarantees, suggested Houston,
And all the factions of the day, all the abstractions
that can be conjured up by disaffection, by brokendown politicians, by disappointed spirits, by men who
have heretofore advocated nullification, by loafers who
live on excitement, and by reckless demagogues; in spite
of them all, I say the South will hug the Union to her
heart as the last blessing of heaven.
The South was not exclusively sectionalist in 1850. Houston and his
Whig co-idealists rallied what support they could. When Houston vowed
to "trample all the movements and agitation which suggested and led to
the Nashville Convention;' he knew that most of those movements and
agitations stemmed from ranks of the Democratic Party. Democrats, who
increasingly espoused disunionist sentiments, increasingly dominated the
political South after 1850. In January of 1850 Houston fumed that "the great
object of the South or its leader is to create a sectional division of parties,
and in that way create disunion:' In Alabama former Whigs and Democrats
ran election rebilled by newspapers as the Union and Secession parties.
Houston realized he was undergoing an unspoken but perceptible political
re-Iabeling. He read Whig newspapers, and noted their commentaries to
his wife:' You may see that the Whigs in the Free States are less abusive of
me than they are in the South. Nullification and I are at outs and cannot be
reconciled by any means. 12
Democrats staked their economic policies on an unassailable
opposition to tariffs. Small farmers and planters comprised the mass of
support for Democrats in the Deep South. Tariffs consolidated agrarians
like no other political issue. Sam Houston began his political career in
Jackson's mold: firmly against tariffs. As early as 1841, Houston Signaled
a departure from Jacksonian orthodoxy. As President of Texas, Houston
supported tariffs in order to "sustain our present system of government:'
Far from decrying the tariff as a (to quote South Carolina's James Henry
Hammond) "tool to destroy a state's independence;' Houston sustained
the tariff in a message to the Texan Congress, simply stating that Texas'
tariff "may require some revision and modification, and on some articles,
a reduction." This is a far cry from the language used by the Democrats.
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By 1850 they usually preferred sensational adjectives such as "abominable"
or "wicked:' Southern Whigs didn't necessarily embrace economic
protectionism with the same gusto of their northern brethren, but neither
did they treat tariffs with unreasonable fear and dispersion. Sam Houston's
position was the Whig position. While not ideal, tariffs in nO way justified
the anarchical predilections of southern Democrats. Houston rejected
southern Democrats in the Senate attempted to use the tariff issue to
blackmail Congress. In a moment of underappreciated political and moral
discernment, Houston rebuked southern Democrats. No one, he barked,
got exactly the tariff they wanted! 13
Southerners continued to debate the tariff and of course their response
to an increasingly anti-slavery northern populace in the 1850s. Four years
after the Compromise of 1850, slavery again forced the American political
system to the brink. Stephen Douglas, Illinois's popular and shrewd Senator,
introduced a bill establishing the Kansas and Nebraska territories. The
position of slavery, formerly settled by the Missouri Compromise, rose out of
southerners' insistence on replacing the previous agreement with a political
agreement to allow for slavery's expansion. Again, southern Democrats
led the way in forcing northern Democrats, northern Whigs, and even
reconciliation -minded southern Whigs to swallow an establishment that
disregarded the status-quo. Again, they threatened secession if they were not
satisfied. Robert Barnwell Rhett put the crisis simply: "The two living subjects
now of discontent and party divisions are the tariff and slavery-the one
arising from the grant to congress to levy duties on imports, and the other, to
legislate over the territories:' In 1854, Sam Houston politically sided with the
fast-fading Whigs, a replication of his actions in 1850 and an indicator of a
deeper political change in the sixty one year old Texas Senator. 14
During the election season of 1852, Sam Houston, the supposed
Jacksonian disciple, received a curious letter from his cousin, John
Houston. John discussed politics with Sam, and mentioned in passing
that the incumbent, Whig President Millard Fillmore, was in Boston. John
continued, telling Houston that he "ought to be" with Fillmore:' Houston's
young wife Margaret agreed. "If the Whigs will nominate Mr. Fillmore, I
shall be pleased every way, for I know he will be elected and make us a
good president:' The Texas legislators, now aware of Houston's capacity
to bolt from southern Democratic orthodoxy, treaded carefully. Annoyed
by Houston's support for the Compromise but still enthralled by his
prestige, they reelected him to the Senate in 1853. But by within the year,
the consequences of Houston's courageous defection from the southern
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he was sincere and never moved from that position, regardless of who
opposed him, personal enemy or not. Give southerners the benefit of their
constitutional guarantees, suggested Houston,
And all the factions of the day, all the abstractions
that can be conjured up by disaffection, by brokendown politicians, by disappointed spirits, by men who
have heretofore advocated nullification, by loafers who
live on excitement, and by reckless demagogues; in spite
of them all, I say the South will hug the Union to her
heart as the last blessing of heaven.
The South was not exclusively sectionalist in 1850. Houston and his
Whig co-idealists rallied what support they could. When Houston vowed
to "trample all the movements and agitation which suggested and led to
the Nashville Convention;' he knew that most of those movements and
agitations stemmed from ranks of the Democratic Party. Democrats, who
increasingly espoused disunionist sentiments, increasingly dominated the
political South after 1850. In January of 1850 Houston fumed that "the great
object of the South or its leader is to create a sectional division of parties,
and in that way create disunion:' In Alabama former Whigs and Democrats
ran election rebilled by newspapers as the Union and Secession parties.
Houston realized he was undergoing an unspoken but perceptible political
re-Iabeling. He read Whig newspapers, and noted their commentaries to
his wife:' You may see that the Whigs in the Free States are less abusive of
me than they are in the South. Nullification and I are at outs and cannot be
reconciled by any means. 12
Democrats staked their economic policies on an unassailable
opposition to tariffs. Small farmers and planters comprised the mass of
support for Democrats in the Deep South. Tariffs consolidated agrarians
like no other political issue. Sam Houston began his political career in
Jackson's mold: firmly against tariffs. As early as 1841, Houston Signaled
a departure from Jacksonian orthodoxy. As President of Texas, Houston
supported tariffs in order to "sustain our present system of government:'
Far from decrying the tariff as a (to quote South Carolina's James Henry
Hammond) "tool to destroy a state's independence;' Houston sustained
the tariff in a message to the Texan Congress, simply stating that Texas'
tariff "may require some revision and modification, and on some articles,
a reduction." This is a far cry from the language used by the Democrats.
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By 1850 they usually preferred sensational adjectives such as "abominable"
or "wicked:' Southern Whigs didn't necessarily embrace economic
protectionism with the same gusto of their northern brethren, but neither
did they treat tariffs with unreasonable fear and dispersion. Sam Houston's
position was the Whig position. While not ideal, tariffs in no way justified
the anarchical predilections of southern Democrats. Houston rejected
southern Democrats in the Senate attempted to use the tariff issue to
blackmail Congress. In a moment of underappreciated political and moral
discernment, Houston rebuked southern Democrats. No one, he barked,
got exactly the tariff they wanted! 13
Southerners continued to debate the tariff and of course their response
to an increasingly anti-slavery northern populace in the 1850s. Four years
after the Compromise of 1850, slavery again forced the American political
system to the brink. Stephen Douglas, Illinois's popular and shrewd Senator,
introduced a bill establishing the Kansas and Nebraska territories. The
position ofslavery, formerly settled by the Missouri Compromise, rose out of
southerners' insistence on replacing the previous agreement with a political
agreement to allow for slavery's expansion. Again, southern Democrats
led the way in forcing northern Democrats, northern Whigs, and even
reconciliation -minded southern Whigs to swallow an establishment that
disregarded the status-quo. Again, they threatened secession if they were not
satisfied. Robert Barnwell Rhett put the crisis simply: "The two living subjects
now of discontent and party divisions are the tariff and slavery-the one
arising from the grant to congress to levy duties on imports, and the other, to
legislate over the territories:' In 1854, Sam Houston politically sided with the
fast-fading Whigs, a replication of his actions in 1850 and an indicator of a
deeper political change in the sixty one year old Texas Senator. 14
During the election season of 1852, Sam Houston, the supposed
Jacksonian disciple, received a curious letter from his cousin, John
Houston. John discussed politics with Sam, and mentioned in passing
that the incumbent, Whig President Millard Fillmore, was in Boston. John
continued, telling Houston that he "ought to be" with Fillmore:' Houston's
young wife Margaret agreed. "If the Whigs will nominate Mr. Fillmore, I
shall be pleased every way, for I know he will be elected and make us a
good president:' The Texas legislators, now aware of Houston's capacity
to bolt from southern Democratic orthodoxy, treaded carefully. Annoyed
by Houston's support for the Compromise but still enthralled by his
prestige, they reelected him to the Senate in 1853. But by within the year,
the consequences of Houston's courageous defection from the southern
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ploy. A confirmed Baptist, Houston felt compelled to refute many hallmarks
of southern masculinity on religious grounds. He no longer drank. He was
devoted to his wife and children. But he ran the risk of being labeled a coward
by southern politicians who loved by the code of southern honor and more
specifically the code duello. In the summer of 1854 Houston specifically
refused a challenge because "he was a good Christian:' Good Christians were
a rarity among southern politicians in the mid -1850s, and an unpopular rarity
as well. In the spring of 1856 South Carolina Representative Preston Brooks
attacked Massachusetts Senator Charles Sumner on the Senate floor. Brooks
resigned his seat and returned home to a rapturous welcome. Jefferson Davis
issued a challenge to Congressman Samuellnge in 1848. Henry Foote pulled
a pistol on Thomas Hart Benton when the latter threatened him during the
debate over the Compromise of 1850. Louisiana Senator Judah Benjamin
even tried to duel his future Confederate superior in 1857.Houston's political
conversion was not simply an act of political expediency. It carried very real
handicaps politically and socially. In an era when southern politics became
more violent, more extreme, Houston became more shunned violence and
extremism. This refusal to adopt the language and brutish political tactics of
his former party led a Democratic paper in Mississippi to brand Houston a
traitor to the South and his party. The Jackson Mississippian and State Gazette
gloated: "Houston...has well run through with the popularity inherited by
him from Gen. Jackson and San Jacinto:'2o
Americans quickly learned of a change in Houston's and Texas' politics.
Fire-Eaters and moderate Democrats alike rejoiced that Sam Houston finally
removed himselffrom their ranks. In South Carolina, Columbia's Daily South
Carolinian argued the moderate Democratic viewpoint against Charleston's
secessionist Mercury, but even the Daily South Carolinian expressed delight
that Houston finally admitted to not being a Democrat. "Gen. Houston is
out... in favor of Know-Nothingism. We are glad that he has thus formally
severed the ties that bound him to the Democracy of the South. He has for
some time been acting with the enemY:' Houston grasped that he was now
persona-non-grata among the Democrats. And he knew that his chances
for reelection were lessened considerably by his break with the Democracy.
Southern Democrats pronounced him "politically dead, even in Texas:' But
such doubters misjudged Houston and the American Party. 21
Practically a one-party state for the majority ofthe antebellum era, Texas
now enjoyed true party competition. The American Party, represented by
the highest profile Texan imaginable, meant to contest the state especially
in the 1856 election. The American Party quickly replicated the electoral
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model of its Whig predecessor. The party hoped to nominate a pro-union
moderate on slavery, with appeal across regional boundaries. Houston, a
principled politician but a politician nonetheless, viewed himselfas the ideal
candidate. In this vein Houston agreed to address a gathering in Boston. The
speech Houston gave smacked of a stump speech. He affirmed his innate
unionism, and the South's right to own slaves. He reminded these potential
voters that abolitionists, as much as the slave power, ripped the country
apart from their nefarious activities. It was a defining, courageous, and
tragically pyrrhic moment. The speech was well received in New England,
but in Texas Houston's associates believed the Senator had committed
political suicide. Houston's tackled electoral politics in the American Party
with characteristic gusto. He even moderated the Party's much-maligned
aversion to all foreigners. At a Know-Nothing meeting in February of 1855
Houston, somewhat insensitive to the moment, reminded the gathered
Know-Nothings that foreign laborers built the internal improvements that
the ex-Whig crusaders who formed the base of the American Party fought
for. Houston's supposed presidential ambitions in 1856 were overblown. He
supported the eventual American Party nominee, former Whig President
Millard Fillmore, with public and private avidity. He claimed that the
Democratic Party no longer existed. In Ranger, Texas he told the voters in
folksy language that "a log is a log before you split it, but split it and there
was no log. The Democratic Party:' claimed Houston, "is split."22
Historians have offered that Houston treated the Know-Nothings with
a "mixture of ambivalence, rejection, and enthusiasm:' Houston was far
from ambivalent; the very fact that he joined the party as a major figure in
Democratic-dominated Texas was a courageous and drastic step representing
anything but ambivalence. As for rejecting the Know-Nothings, he remained
true to the Party while it lasted as a national political organization. His
enthusiasm was quite genuine. He publicly declared for Fillmore and his
running mate, Andrew Jackson Donelson (the nephew of Andrew Jackson).
In September 1856, Houston traveled to Memphis, Tennessee and gave a
speech to the city's Know-Nothings extolling the virtues of Fillmore. However
"canny" a politician Houston might have been, he put personal political hopes
behind him and prayed for the American Party's success. The secessionist
Democrats, who Houston called "bogus" democrats for the rest of his life,
might still be defeated. He wrote his wife in August, 1856 and conjectured
hopefully on Millard Fillmore's electoral chances.
Fillmore is still rising in public appreciation, and
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when it is seen that he has risen above the influences of
a lying crusade against him by the "bogus democracy:'
that he "had no chance:' and "Mr. Buchanan was the
only chance to beat the Black Republicans:' he will have
the advance of Mr. B[uchanan] very greatly I hope!
Houston's time with the Know-Nothings was not the byproduct of
political expediency. In fact over the next four years Sam Houston fought
for his political life in Texas without the Democratic machine that had once
obliged him. Friends begged him back into the Democratic fold, but to no
avaip3
In a speech at Nacogdoches, Houston affirmed internal improvements,
a platform the American Party inherited from the Whigs. Texans called
this the State System. He assured Texas voters that he did not embrace
internal improvements; he nevertheless believed that public and privately
funded railroads, the chief exemplar of internal improvements, benefited
Texas and the West in general. Early in his first term as Texas' President
Houston signed the bill creating the Texas Railroad, Navigation, and
Banking Company. Unlike some Jacksonians, Houston energetically
fought for internal improvements throughout his political career. In 1837,
Houston, still concerned about consolidating his political power, caved to
public criticism and failed to fund the Texas Railroad Company. By 1850,
however, Houston cared less for Democratic and Jacksonian orthodoxy
and more about Texas' economy. In 1849, Houston led the committee that
proposed to build a rail line as quickly as possible to California. Democratic
leadership in the South, however, commonly proclaimed themselves
against railroads in any form. The Missouri Courier, a Democratic organ,
complained in 1852 that "nothing less than the embarkation of the State
in half a dozen more railroads will answer the reckless extravagance of
Whiggery:' The Charleston Mercury, Barnwell Rhett's sensational daily,
routinely spooked South Carolina planters with tales of monstrous trains;
judges in Virginia:' warned the Mercury, "are ruling against the farmers
who claim damages from railroad companies for loss of cattle (killed by
locomotives) left in an open field, through which the railroads run:' Houston
never worried over his newfound acceptance of railroads, so incongruous
with his former views. Even after he became a lame-duck Senator in 1858,
he still loudly promoted a southern transcontinental railway. Houston
was not involved in railroad speculation, but he knew that Texas needed a
more comprehensive and advanced infrastructure. But he still ran a risk by
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publicly stating his support. Houston nostalgically said his politics could
be defined as "the good old Jefferson and Jackson Democracy:' But his
actions betrayed a consistent political movement away from the disciples
of]efferson and Jackson. Houston continued on this course regardless of his
electoral chances and success, signaling a greater political metamorphosis.
A politician, but nevertheless a principled one, Houston spurned his former
Democratic identity for a new political character based largely on the tenants
and tome of southern Whigs. 24
Despite his longing for the days of Jefferson and Jackson, Houston
in fact was merely following the course of earlier Whigs who broke with
the party of Jefferson and Jackson when it became apparent that slavery
and an unrealistic adherence to agrarianism, owned the Democratic soul.
Houston's own take on his party identity revealed discernment. He knew
that he was not considered a Democrat any longer. "I cannot be rode out of
the Democratic Party as Heretic:' he exclaimed on Christmas Day 1857, "for
that has already been done:' His choices were limited; he few years earlier, he
would have easily caucused with southern Whigs but they were gone. The
Republicans were out of the question. And he hated both the southern and
national wing of the Democratic Party, the latter led by Stephen Douglass.
"The South is cursing the Little Giant most heartily, Houston sneered, "and
I am not the least distressed at his fate." Broken from both wings of the
Democrats and without the obvious harbor of the old Whig Party to rest in,
the Whig successor Know-Nothings ultimately served Houston's purpose. 25
Henry Clay, a confirmed Jeffersonian, broke with the Democratic
Republicans in the 1820s. John Bell and Hugh Lawson White, as well as
the aforementioned David Crockett, divorced the party of Jackson in 1832.
John Tyler dissociated from the Democrats when he voted to censure
Andrew Jackson in 1834. Although his final transformation was belated,
Houston eventually saw the Democrats as largely controlled by sectional
interests and hopelessly under the boot of demagogic slaveholders.
Despite Houston's insistence that Democrats had departed from true
Jacksonian Democracy and he had remained steady, the claim rang hollow.
Houston moved toward the Whigs on the issue of slavery. He promised
non-intervention where slavery already existed, but opposed slavery's
expansion. On Democratic litmus test such as tariffs and railroads.
Houston bravely joined the American Party because the natural party for
a man of his political instincts, the southern Whig party quietly faded into
the American Party. The American Party was the de-facto southern Whig
Party. And Sam Houston became in practice a de-facto southern Whig. At
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a mass barbeque for American Party candidates in 1855, he lectured on
the recent history of the parties on the major issues of the day. "The Whigs
in convention adopted a platform very nearly agreeing with that adopted
by the Democracy touching the subject of slavery. In fact, I believe they
were practically identicaI:' Houston's courage came not from declaring the
Democrats were wrong, but that he was no longer one of them. 26
The Bogus Democracy in Texas, led by secessionist hotspurs like Louis
T. Wigfall smelled blood. Ambitious, aristocratic, and inordinately arrogant,
the native Carolinian hounded Houston politically after 1856. Wigfall
embodied the drunken, loud, and violent cartoon of the Old South, but his
powerful physique and flare for dramatic speech challenged Houston's own
political hold on Texas. In 1857, Houston ran for governor as a Unionist.
His opponent ostensibly was Hardin Richard Runnels, but in many cases
Houston's debate opponent was Louis Wigfall. Houston disliked Wigfall as
a political opponent (probably because Wigfall's attacks proved effective)
and he detested the younger man personally. (Houston publicly called him
a murderer. The younger man killed a man in a duel in his native South
Carolina) Perhaps more harmful for his political prospects, Houston lashed
out at the Democrats and the Waco Convention. At Waco Democrats
denounced Houston a traitor and declared that any special treatment he
received in the past was over. He would be handled without gloves. Houston,
huffily, mocked the Waco cabal and on one occasion mockingly put on
gloves before he handled the published minutes of the convention. A. W.
Terrell, an immigrant from Missouri, fell afoul of Houston, who branded
him an untrustworthy traitor. But audiences in Texas were unaccustomed
to hearing Houston denounce men for becoming Democrats. Terrell was
a former Whig. The difference between Houston and Terrell showed that
by 1857 Houston's interest in furthering his ambition lay second to his
desire to forestall what he saw as "the hour of danger" for the American
nation. In Texas, southern Democrats appropriated the party name while
simultaneously calling the State Rights party Ambitious men like Terrell
joined them. Unionists, old Galveston Whigs and National Democrats
rallied to the American Party and Houston. But Houston's star waned, and
the secessionist Democrats star waxed in the late 1850s. Houston lost the
gubernatorial election. Even worse, the Texas legislature dispatched the
brutish Wigfall to the U.S. Senate in 1859. 27
But history prepared one final act for Sam Houston. In 1859, Houston
determined to succeed Runnells as Texas' governor. The Whigs and
American Parties lay buried in history, but Houston remained. He faced
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down Democratic opposition alone. When critics asked how he could
justify allying himself with noted abolitionist Whigs (and subsequently
Republicans), Houston responded that "it did a good man no harm to go
to church with a bad one:' His platform stated simply: The Constitution
and the Union. Houston barely enjoyed a year in office before the Secession
Crisis. His final political act became very quickly his final hour. Southern
Democrats clamored for secession and rejoiced when it came. Former
southern Whigs joined them, but many more feared secession and
supported the Union, even with Abraham Lincoln as its President. John
Bell and Alexander Stephens both warned against secession, with Stephens
actually imploring disunionist-minded Georgians that Lincoln (a former
colleague and friend) was safer than other Republicans. Even if Lincoln
was a bad as they feared, pleaded Stephens, Congress would shackle him.
But southerners seceded anyway, with many unionists like Stephens
transformed into reluctant Confederates. Famously, Houston refused to
countenance secession, and was deposed by the Texas legislature. Less well
known was his refusal to accept Abraham Lincoln's offer of troops to hold
Texas in the Union. He was a man without a political party and without a
political future. He retired to his home, spending the rest ofhis days spewing
venom at the Confederacy's delusional high command. He denounced
the Confederate government in a very Confederate State and compared
Jefferson Davis to Lucifer. He died in 1863, audaciously and valorously
committed to the Union at the expense of the South. But his gutsy unionism
in 1860 only emerged after a substantial political transformation. To a man,
southern Democrats panned the Compromise of 1850, championed the
Kansas-Nebraska Act, and chose secession in 1860. Houston supported
moderate tariffs, enthusiastically supported trains, and integrated into the
Whig successor party in the South. When the political milieu of the 1850s
forced Houston to choose between the inheritance of the Democrats and
Whigs, he chose the latter. 28
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JONES:

A TALENTED TEXAS TREASURE
Bill O'Neal

'~ctors are born, not made:' reflected L.Q. Jones. A native Texan from
the Beaumont area, Jones is one of the most prolific movie and television
actors in screen history. He told me that although he did not act in high
school or college plays, he often partnered in comedy acts to earn extra
money. He finally began acting in movies in 1954, when he was twentyseven, and a series oflively performances made him a mainstay of Westerns
and other films. ''I've done between 550 and 600 pieces, in the movies and
on TV'
I had the unexpected pleasure of visiting with L.Q. Jones a couple
of years ago in Nacogdoches, at a committee meeting of the East Texas
Historical Association. A fellow committee member, Dr. Jo Ann Stiles of
Lamar University, brought her friend, L.Q. Jones, to Nacogdoches. I was
excited at the opportunity to meet an actor whose performances I had
enjoyed for more than half a century. L.Q. soon realized that I was a serious
fan of his, and he graciously replied to my questions. Recently I related this
experience to Larry McNeill, former president of the Texas State Historical
Association. He suggested that as State Historian I should interview the
noted Texas actor. Larry and Jo Ann helped arrange a phone interview with
L.Q., who currently is at his California home, and on Friday, July 12,2013,
he spent well over an hour responding to my series of questions with great
depth and courtesy.
Born Justus Ellis McQueen in Beaumont on August 19, 1927, he attended
school in Port Neches. As a teenager McQueen formed a comedy duo with
a Port Neches buddy, future singer, songwriter, and record producer Lee
Hazelwood. The day after his high school graduation, McQueen's legs were
shattered in a traffic accident. Following a long recuperation, McQueen
attended Lamar Junior College for a semester, before transferring to the
University of Texas. In Austin he was part of another comedy duo. "We
earned $50, sometimes $100 a week:'
In California following a hitch in the Navy, McQueen signed a contract
with Warner Bros. He was aSSigned the part of Pvt. L.Q. Jones in Battle
Cry, starring Van Heflin, Aldo Ray, and fellow Texan Dorothy Malone, and
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directed by the legendary Raoul Walsh. McQueen assumed the name of his
character, "L.Q. Jones:' Handsome and athletic, L.Q. Jones appeared in major
motion pictures and in episodes of TV series such as Cheyenne, Wagon
Train, Perry Mason, Tales of Wells Fargo, Laramie, and Johnny Ringo. In
an episode of Men of Annapolis, filmed at the u.s. Naval Academy, he was
part of a water polo scene shot during frigid winter weather. "I developed
double pneumonia;' he recalled, "and they kept two doctors and an oxygen
tent on the sef'
Five years passed before he first played a heavy, in a 1960 episode of
The Rebel. During this period other young character actors were developing
compelling personas: Warren Oates, Slim Pickens, and Strother Martin,
who became a close friend of L.Q. Jones. These actors often worked on the
same projects, and Martin and Jones were memorably teamed in several
films. "I learned at least five ways to playa heavy;' said Jones, who worked
so steadily that he had to develop character variations. His roles became
so distinctive that he was more than a character actor - he usually played a
character lead.
In 1962 Ride the High Country was released, a beautiful, entertaining
Western starring Joel McCrea and Randolph Scott, and directed by the
gifted but troubled Sam Peckinpah. L.Q. Jones played one of five scruffy,
dangerous brothers who battled Scott and McCrea. Peckinpah cast Jones
in other memorable Westerns: Major Dundee (1968), starring Charlton
Heston; The Wild Bunch (1969), a film noted for its violence and superb
cast; The Ballad of Cable Hogue (l970), starring Jason Robards ("The best
movie actor of his era;' stated Jones) and Stella Stevens; and Pat Garrett and
Billy the Kid (1973), with James Coburn and Kris Kristofferson in the title
roles.
In Cable Hogue Jones and Strother Martin are trapped in a deep hole
by Robards, who begins throwing rattlesnakes onto them. It is a chilling,
scary scene that took three days to film. "The snake wranglers sewed up
the mouths of the rattlesnakes;' related Jones, "but I checked every snake
before filming started:' The snake wranglers threw each reptile up into the
air, and the angry snakes dropped ten to twelve feet before landing. The
largest snake weighed fifteen to sixteen pounds. "When he fell on me it was
like being hit with a log:'
Early in his career Jones demonstrated a flair for costume. "I love
wardrobe;' he explained. "Our business is a picture:' Jones arrived on the
set of Pat Garrett and Billy the Kid expecting to film for a day and a half. But
Peckinpah was not satisfied with costuming, and he asked Jones to help out
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in wardrobe. Jones stayed for more than a week.
Only a few years into his career Jones no longer was required to
audition for roles. Producers and directors knew his work and offered him
parts suited to his unique talents. Fans instantly recognized Jones when
he appeared onscreen, expecting high energy characterizations that were a
little offbeat, a little crazy. He relished working opposite great actors such
as Jason Robards, Robert DeNiro, Anthony Hopkins, Clint Eastwood,
Charlton Heston, Steve McQueen, Gene Hackman, Robert Ryan. "The best
actors are prepared to go many different ways:' he explained, pointing out
that in three scenes with DeNiro in Casino, "I would do something good,
and Bob would do something better:' With great stars like DeNiro and
Hopkins, scenes would be filmed far more quickly than scheduled, often in
a Single take:' The better the actor:' he emphasized, "the easier it is to work
with him:'
Between motion picture assignments he continued to work steadily in
television. In guest appearances on Rawhide, The Big Valley, Have Gun Will
Travel, The Rifleman, Ironside, Charlie's Angels, and The Dukes of Hazard,
his roles usually were major characters. In The Virginian, a ninety-minute
weekly series, he played Andy Belden in a recurring role. In 1983 and 1984
he portrayed Sheriff Lew Wallace regularly on The Yellow Rose. He told me
that thirty-minute weekly series were filmed in five days, while one-hour
episodes were shot in seven days. "TV movies took fifteen-sixteen days:'
In 1998 Jones gave a memorable performance as California outlaw
"Three-Fingered Jack" in The Mark of Zorro, starring Anthony Hopkins,
Antonio Banderas, and Catherine Zeta Jones. He already had acted with
Hopkins in The Edge (1997). "Tony is the best actor in the business:' he
declared emphatically. The actors were lightly clad on the porch of L.Q:s
hunting lodge during a scene that was filmed with the thermometer
registering minus fifty degrees. The actors, of course, were miserable, and
Jones pointed out that "crew efficiency fell by sixty percent:'
The Edge was filmed in Canada. Jones has shot movies in Europe,
South America, and Africa, and he laments that so many films are lensed
outside the United States. "Only one of my last thirty pictures was shot in
America:'
When I phoned L.Q. in California, he was in meetings to re-release A
Boy and His Dog, a film he wrote and directed in 1975. A Boy and His Dog
was re-released in 1982, and soon will be available in a BLU-RAY edition.
Still active in films at eighty-six, L.Q. Jones is a talented Texas treasure.
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ANTI-BLACK VIOLENCE IN 20 TH CENTURY EAST TEXAS

Bruce A. Glasrud
Southern trees bear a strange fruit,
Blood on the leaves and blood at the root,
Black bodies swinging in the southern breeze,
Strange fruit hanging from the poplar trees.
Billie Holiday, 1939
In August, 1919, John R. Shillady, the white executive secretary
of the militant (to Texas whites anyway) National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) arrived in Austin to meet
with Texas state political leaders about the state's harassment of NAACP
locals, especially the Austin local. He had a short, unproductive meeting
with the interim Attorney General, and subsequently was subpoenaed to
appear before a special court of inquiry where he was verbally abused
with irrelevant and racist questions. The next day while walking he was
attacked and brutally beaten by a small mob of white men, some of
whom were local politicians such as Dave Pickle and Charles Hamby.
Nevertheless, Governor W. P. Hobby blamed Shillady for the attack, and
suggested that he and the NAACP leave the state. Shillady's resultant illmental and -physical health forced him to resign as NAACP Director. l
The antipathy exhibited by Texas legal authority in the Shillady attack
demonstrated both a fear of organized black citizenry and a continuing
determination to maintain the white supremacy that was a part of the
Texas social culture. By the late summer of 1919 there were 31 local
NAACP branches in the Lone Star state, with a membership of 7,046.
Both the Dallas and San Antonio chapters boasted over 1000 members
each. This formidable black organization frightened those Texans bent
on preserving "white supremacy:' Shillady, too, as a white man from the
north was anathema to white Texans-he represented the "Yankee" north
and he also espoused a belief in equality for black Texans. By late 1919 the
NAACP had chastised white Texas behavior in reports on violent incidents
in Waco, Houston, and Longview, among others. In fact, part of the rapid
Bruce Glasrud was the President ofthe Associationfor 2012-2013. This
was his presidential address.
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increase in NAACP membership in the state likely arose due to the eightpage special "Waco Horror" supplement published by the NAACP's The
Crisis magazine. 2 Furthermore, the Shillady episode was representative of
the over-all white supremacist anti-black thoughts-blacks were inferior
and must be kept in a subordinate place by any means necessary. To look
further at these views and actions, this paper will focus on a few of the
hundreds of 20 th century Texas anti-black episodes.
Back to the larger question, why white Texas' anti-black sentiments?
Those beliefs were rooted in racism, fear of armed blacks, fear of black
male/white female relationships, fear of an educated black citizenry, and
fear of economic competition. White supremacy also served as a means
to retain blacks in menial labor positions as well as to assure whites
that they were indeed superior to blacks. Neil Foley, The White Scourge,
and William Carrigan, The Making of a Lynching Culture, emphasize
the changes transpiring in modern, twentieth century Texas--changes
that frightened white Texans such as an increase in black resistance.
As Carrigan noted, the other changes included "changing immigration
patterns, demographic shifts, technological changes, formalization of
disfranchisement, implementation of rigid residential segregation, and
the rise of a new consumer culture."3 At the turn of the century, in 19001901, as noted by Cynthia Skove Nevels, five blacks in Brazos County were
lynched in incidents fomented in part by recent European immigrants. 4
Lynching and mob violence, including riots and pogroms, were the
principal means of enforcing white supremacy. In addition to Foley and
Carrigan there are a number of other informative studies on this issue;
they include three master's theses, two articles, a general summation in
the Handbook of Texas History, and one other book, Jacqueline Dowd
Hall, Revolt Against Chivalry. 5
Waco Horror
Even though nearly five hundred lynchings took place in Texas from
the late 19 th century to 1930, and one hundred African Texans solely were
lynched in the first decade of the twentieth century, it was the troubling
1916 lynching at Waco that brought specific attention to Texas and led
to the growth of the NAACP. The incident became known as "The Waco
Horror" due to its heinous nature. Jesse Washington, an illiterate black
teenager, was accused and found guilty of murder and rape of a white
woman. Although no evidence or proof existed (he was physically forced
to plead guilty), he was taken from the court house by a crazed, white
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mob, dragged through town, his extremities cut off, chained to a tree,
hung, and burned. After all that, and while photos were taken, his body
was dragged through town, parts sold for souvenirs. In spite of the photos
no one was arrested or tried for this horrendous murder. Even The Crisis'
dramatic and important supplement had produced photos to no avai1. 6
This cruel incident has been mentioned by many scholars and authors;
the most thorough explanation and study is Patricia Bernstein, The First
Waco Horror: The Lynching ofJesse Washington and the Rise ofthe NAACP.
Two other works should be mentioned, Rogers Melton Smith, "The Waco
Lynching of 1916: Perspective and Analysis" and James M. SoRelle, "The
'Waco Horror': The Lynching of Jesse Washington."7
Black Soldiers in Houston
The white Texas fear ofarmed blacks can be noted in a variety ofways,
but especially in the distrust of black soldiers of the United States Army.
Various incidents in the early twentieth century at El Paso, Del Rio, Waco,
and especially Brownsville have been written about and discussed well
by Garna Christian and also James Leiker. 8 But it was the 1917 "Houston
Riot or Mutiny" that depicted the attitudes most distinctly.
On August 23, 1917 some recently stationed black soldiers of the
Twenty-fourth Infantry fought with white police and citizens of Houston.
Twenty people, white and black, were killed. Even though Secretary of
War Newton D. Baker told President Woodrow Wilson that the basic
causes of the trouble were "the so-called Jim Crow laws" of Houston, that
view did not prevail in Houston or even in the military. Ultimately 110
black soldiers were sentenced to death or life imprisonment by military
courts-martial, even though each claimed innocence. Thirteen were
secretly killed even before any other military or civilian review could be
accomplished. Scholars who studied the episode in general agreed that
black soldiers were involved, but two distinct approaches follow. Robert
V. Haynes in A Night of Violence: The Houston Riot of 1917 puts blame on
the soldiers, as did the courts-martial. However Calvin Smith, in two wellconstructed articles, argues persuasively that it was the white citizens of
Houston who were to blame. From the first entrance of the black soldiers
in Houston, the white citizens, and especially the police, had vigorously
enforced Jim Crow laws and disdainfully treated the black soldiers not
as men of the United States Army, but as interlopers. Smith's general
interpretation agreed with that of secretary of war Newton Baker. 9 Other
studies of the riot or mutiny included, as usual an NAACP investigation,
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two master's theses, two articles, and a refreshing analysis by Arthur
E. Barbeau and Florette Henri in their broader history of World War I,
The Unknown Soldiers: African American Troops in World War 1. For a
readable, succinct summation of this event check Garna Christian, "All
Hell Broke Loose;' in his Black Soldiers in Jim Crow Texas. 10
Longview Race Riot
By summer of 1919 the first World War was over and black as well
as white soldiers returned to their homes in the Lone Star state. Black
soldiers, back from "making the world safe for democracy;' determined
that they too would benefit from democracy. On June 17, in Longview,
Texas, the sheriff turned over to a Longview mob a black man accused of
being in love with a white woman, who likely returned the feeling. The
black man was lynched. Soon an article appeared in the Chicago Defender
describing the lynching and its causes. A black teacher, accused of writing
the article, was severely beaten by a group of whites, and when even
more-a mob-arrived at his house to attack the man, the white mob
was greeted by armed resistance from friends and supporters of the black
man. Whites set fire to two homes, including that of the teacher as well as
a dance hall. Texas Rangers and the state National Guardsmen who were
sent to Longview to prevent further violence arrested 17 whites and 21
blacks, but no one was taken to court over the incident. ll
Blacks sent notice at Longview that they would and could defend
themselves. Among the friends ofthe teacher was the black medical doctor
in Longview. A relative of the doctor has added to our understanding
of this violence with two works, one a master's thesis at Morgan State
University and the other an interesting book, Sarah Davis Elias, Recalling
Longview: An Account of the Longview, Texas Riot, July 11, 1919. Any
future investigation cannot overlook her studies. l2 On the other hand,
the Riot has been well-documented, including W. E. B. Du Bois Crisis
article. Later efforts of particular help are articles by Kenneth Durham,
George Ohler, William Tuttle, and Jared Wheeler. Annette Moye included
Longview in her master's thesis, "Major Race Riots in the Red Summer of
1919;" Arthur Waskow and Harry Krenek both mentioned the Longview
Riot in chapters in their respective books. Lawrence Olson's Southwest
Texas State University thesis, "Black Texans in the Red Summer' of 1919"
covered the topic well. 13
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Kirven, Texas-1922-23
As apparent in the afore mentioned confrontations, Texas' urban
centers such as Austin, Waco, Houston, and Longview frequently occupied
center stage in racial atrocities in the Lone Star state. However, the largest
number of such anti-black incidents took place in rural East Texas. In
1910, for example, whites in Anderson County began killing blacks in
their communities apparently without any cause or provocation. The
episode since is referred to as the "Slocum Massacre:' Ultimately, in this
racial pogrom eighteen black Texas citizens were killed. An interesting
depiction of this killing spree and its background can be found in an
unpublished paper written by Norris White, Jr., a Stephen F. Austin State
University student: "Racial Anxieties and White Masculinity: Revisiting
the 1910 Slocum Massacre:' 14 Twelve years later, in rural Freestone County
another violent anti-black episode took place as revealed by Monte Akers
in Flames After Midnight: Murder, Vengeance, and the Desolation of a
Texas Community. In the small, thriVing community of Kirven a young
white woman was brutally murdered. Even though evidence pointed the
way toward certain white men as the killer or killers, Vigilantes in the
community determined blacks guilty. Three innocent black men were
burned alive (they were tied to a plow to keep them upright and alive
longer), three others were soon lynched, and a month long reign of terror
ensued. Once more blacks were killed with impunity; the estimated number
of black deaths ranged from eleven to twenty-three. Eventually Kirven
and Freestone county whites arrived at Simsboro and killed two more
African American citizens. Other Simsboro blacks armed themselves,
joined together, and convinced the white marauders that neither side
wanted to die. The Kirven-Simsboro episode ended. No whites were
convicted. The real murderers went free. Blacks immediately left Kirven,
whites soon after, and the town virtually disappeared. Nationally antilynching discussions increased as did anti-lynching editorials from Texas
newspapers. On the other hand, the actual specifics were not determined
until Akers' thorough and convincing research. 15 A few of us mentioned
the incident in earlier studies, but that is all. Carrigan clearly summarized
the incident: "in Freestone County on the edge of central Texas, a brutal
act of racial violence occurred in May 1922. A mob in Kirven burned three
black men alive, then went on a month long binge of racial intimidation
and terrorism. Meanwhile local authorities concealed the identity of the
probable white murderers:'16
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Sherman Riot
By 1930, economic problems fostered by the onset of the depression
led to tensions between black and white tenant farmers; the city ofSherman
also experienced monetary difficulties that fed anti-black attitudes. The
Sherman Riot of 1930 stemmed from the arrest of a black man who
allegedly assaulted a white woman; Texas Rangers were called to protect
the prisoner, and did so for a time. After the black man was placed in a
vault for his supposed protection, a white mob set fire to the courthouse
and burned the victim alive. (There is a growing body of evidence that
indicates that he did not die in the fire, specifics being recorded in the
state police reports). Next the mob acquired the black man's body, hooked
it to a car and dragged it through the streets, then tied it up and burned
it. After the vicious lynching the Rangers surprisingly left; the rioters
immediately looted and burned the black section of town and virtually
seized control of Sherman. When troops of the Texas National Guard
arrived, they were attacked by the mob, and before martial law restored
order, more homes and businesses in the African American section of
town were destroyed. Prominent western historian Robert M. Utley
referred to the Sherman fiasco as "one of the most brutish and shameful
episodes in the history of Texas." 17
The black section of town, alive with thriving businesses prior to the
riot, never recovered, and numerous black leaders and workers left the
area. For information on this aspect of the Riot, see Donna ]. Kumler,
'''They have gone from Sherman'; The Courthouse Riot of 1930 and its
Imprint on the Black Professional Class." The Riot in 1930 Sherman has
been explored by numerous other historians. Mike Cox and Robert Utley
related the Riot to Texas Ranger history, and Harry Krenek to that of the
Texas National Guard. The best single article on the Riot is that of Edward
Hake Phillips, originally published in the East Texas Historical Journal.
Other writers included Durward Pruden, whose sociological thesis did
not mention names or the city, and a 1931 thesis by Thomas Michael
Murphy written almost immediately after its culmination. Additional
information can be located in Arthur Franklin Raper, whose 1933 book
The Tragedy of Lynching is a classic, and Nolan Thompson's piece for The
Handbook of Texas. For a fictionalized short story account by a prominent
black female author read Njoki McElroy, "The Ninth Day of Mai'ls
Beaumont Race Riot
Changes precipitated by World War II set off a violent race riot in
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1943 Beaumont, Texas. Employment in the shipyards opened to blacks
and as a result competitive tensions between white and black workers
increased. Early in June a black man allegedly raped a white Beaumont
telephone operator; police eventually shot and killed the man as he likely
resisted arrest. Ten days later violence flared when on June 15 and 16,
whites and blacks clashed after white Beaumont shipyard workers learned
that a white woman had accused a black man of raping her. On the
evening of June 15 more than 2,000 angry and alarmed workers started
walking downtown. As they were moving toward City Hall the size of the
mob grew, ultimately the crowd reached 4,000. Even though the woman
could not identify the suspect (a few reports indicate she fabricated the
event), the white workers and other mob partisans began breaking into
stores in the black section of downtown Beaumont. They proceeded to
terrorize black neighborhoods in central and north Beaumont. Many
blacks were assaulted, several restaurants and stores were pillaged, a
number of buildings were burned, and more than 100 African American
homes were ransacked. Eventually more than 200 people were arrested,
fifty were injured, and two were killed. The Texas State Guard and Texas
Rangers were called in to halt the devastation, though too late for the
black structures. No one was convicted. With martial law established, one
interesting and ironic twist emerged: black workers were not allowed to
go to work, white workers were allowed to work. The Beaumont Race
Riot could stand some new study, however, two first rate articles covering
this affair have been published, one by James A. Burran and one by James
S. Olson and Sharon Phair. 19 As has been noted, race violence, that is,
anti-black race violence was a consistent and overwhelming threat and
presence to black Texans during the first half of the twentieth century.
It continued, but in less frequent occurrences as the century
progressed. As many know, race violence persisted during the civil rights
era in the Lone star state, even though pressures existed to both overlook
the violence and to try to prevent its occurrence. During the 1960-61
sit-ins to desegregate public accommodations, little violence transpired
in cities such as Houston, Marshall, and San Antonio. But violence broke
out in Mansfield High School, the Texas governor and attorney general
raided the offices of the NAACP in 1956, and in 1967 a riot took place at
Texas Southern University. The blame for the latter depended on who you
asked, the police blamed black youths, the black community blamed the
police. There has been little study of this episode and it is one that needs
investigation. However, do consult Bernard Friedberg, "Houston and the
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TSU RiOt:'20 Other violent occasions also occurred; but for this paper I
am going to jump all the way from 1943 to lesser known incidents that
transpired in 1980, in 1987-1988, and in 1998.
Conroe, Texas-1980
Early in the twentieth century, as we have noted, white suspicions that
a black man assaulted a white woman led to a lynching and occasionally
to a riot. Some conditions change, whether due to public pressure, new
laws, or more robust police and legal scrutiny. In August 1980, in Conroe,
Texas, the nude body of a dead young white female student was discovered.
Soon a black man, Clarence Brandley, the school janitor, was arrested
(with no apparent reason or evidence other than that he was a black man)
for the murder. This whole episode has been examined in a book by Nick
Davies entitled White Lies. White lies, from the district attorney, a Texas
Ranger, other local officials and, in a way, the white people of Conroe
led to his conviction by an all-white jury. A legal lynching, as opposed to
the early twentieth century version, was in progress. However, after nine
years of incarceration, and life on death row, Clarence Brandley won his
freedom. He never returned to Conroe, probably wisely.21
Loyal Garner Case (Hemphill)-1987
In eight months of 1987 and 1988, black Texans Troy Lee Starling,
Loyal Garner, Jr., and Kenneth "Hambone" Simpson died within one
hundred miles of each other in a triangular part of the East Texas pine
thickets. Each met death at the hands of white lawmen; the last faces they
saw were white law officers. Starling was shot through the back of the
neck by a 357 magnum issued by the Texas DPS. Simpson's body was tied
down in a small jail cell; eleven officers had been in the room with him.
His body was horribly beaten. Only the death of Garner, who was beaten
severely with a blackjack, was challenged via the court system. Garner's
beating was not alone, during the course of the ensuing trials considerable
evidence indicated that in Hemphill beatings in the jail were common.
We know about this case due to the energy and ability of a tireless writer;
Texas native Howard Swindle, whose book, Deliberate Indifference: A
Story of Racial Injustice and Murder compellingly takes us through this
episode of Texas racial violence. A song has also been written about the
case, "The Ballad of Loyal Garner, Jr."22
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Jasper-1998
Eleven years after the Loyal Garner murder, in one other small town
in East Texas, Jasper, Texas, a forty-nine year old black man, James Byrd,
Jr., walked home from a party. Three white men in a pick-up truck offered
Byrd a ride home, and he willingly accepted. Soon the men drove away
from Byrd's home to a wooded patch. At some point, Byrd was tortured,
chained to the back of the pick-up, and dragged to his death. Portions
of his body lay in various parts of the road. His unchained body was
dropped off near a church. This crime of hate received national attention.
Ultimately the three men were convicted, two of them receiving death
sentences. Two of the men served time in prison together, and joined
white supremacist groups. One had a tattoo of a black man hanging. Three
authors have written books about the episode; in a disheartening note for
academics and historians, none includes a bibliography. However, each
is well written; as the titles suggest, the three authors developed their
stories from differing perspectives-Joyce King, Hate Crime: The Story of
a Dragging in Jasper, Texas, Dina Temple-Raston, Death in Texas: A Story
of Race, Murder, and a Small Towns Struggle for Redemption, and Ricardo
C. Ainslie, Long Dark Road: Bill King and Murder in Jasper, Texas. 23
21 st Century
Unfortunately, we in the "modern" twenty-first century cannot yet
escape the racism in our midst despite the fact that today we even have an
African American President of the United States. Two 21 51 century East
Texas incidents bear mention. The first concerns a mentally disabled,
forty-plus year old African American, Billy Ray Johnson, who in 2003 at
Linden, Texas was beaten severely at a party to which he had been driven.
There he had been teased relentlessly by four white males prior to being
beaten. His body was later dumped by the side of the road. Ultimately
each of the white men was judged not guilty by juries in Linden. In
fact, the people of Linden blamed the victim, not the four "good" white
youths. Johnson survived; later, in a civil trial sponsored by the Southern
Poverty Law Center, Billy Ray Johnson received a nine million dollar
settlement from a Cass County jury. He could at least be taken out of a
rest home. For information on this case read the Texas Monthly article,
"The Beating of Billy Ray Johnson;' by Pamela Colloff. It was so good that
the SPLC received permission to reprint it and distributed the article to
its membership.24
Five years later, in September, 2008, a blackman, Brandon McClelland,
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nicknamed «Big Boy" for his substantial size, rode with two white fellow
workers to locate some beer, he got out of the pickup, was first hit and
run over, then dragged between forty and seventy feet underneath the
carriage of the truck. This incident took place in Paris, Texas, which for
over a century featured other dastardly examples of anti-black brutality.
The police took a long time to determine what happened, blacks say too
long. At least one report refers to the Paris murder as a «Jasper-style
lynching."25 The legal consequences of this dragging death are yet unclear;
the prosecutor cited lack of evidence and dropped the charges against the
two white men. It (the dragging death) was judged an accident. 26
Conclusion
In the year 2013 we cannot say that racism has been extinguished in
East Texas. Conditions for blacks have improved. We do not have a yearly
listing of lynchings anymore, and even separate violent race incidents are
more likely to have a few years in between before the next one takes place.
The pattern of behavior that resulted in 20 lh century racial violenceand stemmed from a conviction of white superiority-has abated in 21 51
century Texas but the spirit of that conviction endures as Texas leadership
seeks to limit voting rights and freedom of choice for those not favored.
There are numerous citizens of Texas who remain comfortable with
discrimination as a way of life and it may be, unfortunately, that legal
impediments to the exercise of citizenship again offer a means to keep
them comfortable. Black Texans and their white and brown friends and
neighbors must persevere. We shall see what transpires.
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REVIEWS
Missionary Bishop-lean-Marie Odin in Galveston & New Orleans, by Patrick
Foley. Foreword by Gilbert R. Cruz. Texas A&M University Press,
College Station. 2013. Contents. Foreword. Preface. Chapters 1-16.
Notes. Bibliography. Index. Pg. 195. Hardcover. $40.00.
In 1822 a young French seminarian traveled to the St. Mary of the
Barrens Seminary in Perryville, Missouri and one year later took his priestly
vows. For the rest ofhis life Jean-Marie Odin devoted his efforts to missionary
work for the Roman Catholic Church on the American frontier. His life's
work eventually brought him to Texas where he revitalized the church and
established a solid foundation in Texas upon which the church still exist.
Early Catholic efforts in Texas-San Francisco de Las Tejas, the lovely
missions around San Antonio de Bexar and the sainted Spanish padres'
missionary work among the Texas Amerindian tribes are legendary.
However, by the end of the Spanish colonial era the Roman Catholic
Church's presence in Texas, north of the Nueces River, was almost nonexistent. The Church in Texas, leaderless and abandoned, fared no better
during the Mexican colonial era. Texas independence and the era of the
Republic marked the nadir of Roman Catholic influence in Texas. The new
revolutionary government confiscated all Church property and ceded it to
the new republic.
In 1840 the Holy See ordered French, not Spanish clerics to re-enter
Texas and for all practical purposes re-establish both physically and
spiritually a Roman Catholic presence in Texas. And the Pope tasked JeanMarie Odin with this goal. Once he arrived in Galveston Odin moved
quickly to solidify his authority as the head of the Church in Texas. He
traveled to San Antonio de Bexar and de-frocked two priest who had used
their parishes as a type of rent free experiment in family living, and replaced
them with clerics who lived within the bounds of their religious vows. Next,
Odin traveled to the new national capitol in Austin and met with President
Mirabeau B. Lamar. After some interesting discussions Odin convinced the
Texas government to return all Catholic lands to the Church.
In 1847 Pope Pius IX appointed Jean-Marie Odin the first Bishop of
Texas and established Galveston as its first diocese. Odin spent much of his
time either recruiting men and women, particularly from France, to solidify
and expand Catholic tenets in Texas, or establishing parishes throughout
the area. This "bricks and mortar" approach to frontier missionary work
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pumped new life into ecclesiastical Texas. Soon new Catholic parishes,
convents, seminaries and universities sprouted up over the land. His crowning
achievement occurred in 1848 when he completed construction of the St.
Mary's Church and consecrated it as the first cathedral of the Diocese of
Galveston. Thanks to Jean-Marie Odin's dedication and devotion the Roman
Catholic Church became a permanent fixture ion the Texas landscape.
Patrick Foley, professor emeritus of history at Tarrant County College
and for many years the editor of Catholic Southwest: A lournal of History
and Culture has written a model for scholarly research. Long overdue, this
book, Missionary Bishop-lean-Marie Odin in Galveston & New Orleans fills
in a huge gap in the religious history of Texas. Hopefully this biography
of Jean-Marie Odin will force historian, and the citizen of Galveston to
re-examine this priest's contributions to the state and the city. Anyone
interested in the history of Catholic Texas in the mid-nineteenth century
will enjoy this book.
Donald Willett
Galveston, Texas

Tracking the Texas Rangers, The Nineteenth Century, Edited by Bruce A.
Glasrud & Harold J. Weiss, Jr. 2012. University ofNorth Texas Press,
Denton. Contents. Timeline. Acknowledgments. Introduction.
Encomium. Articles. Photo Gallery. Bibliography. Contributors.
Credits. Index. Pg. 358. Hardcover. $29.95.
"In Texas mythical history the Texas Rangers exist as the saviors and
protectors of Texas society:' This opening statement of the narrative of
Tracking the Texas Rangers, The Nineteenth Century is promptly challenged
by the authors who wrote it, Bruce Glasrud and Harold Weiss. In the first
paragraph, Glasrud and Weiss go on to point out elements of "a dark side
of the story of the Rangers ... :' In the superb anthology which they have
assembled, all sides of the Rangers of the 1800s are examined by an impressive company of Ranger scholars, including Glasrud and Weiss themselves.
The heart of Tracking the Texas Rangers is a collection of previously
published articles and book chapters which examine Ranger activities
throughout the 1800s. Stephen L. Hardin provides a brilliant, inSightful
essay on "Early Rangers and the Nature of Frontier Leadership." Donaly
Brice, noted archivist at the Texas State Archives and author of The Great
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Comanche Raid, discusses the massive raid of 1840 and the resulting Battle
of Plum Creek and assault against Comanches on the Colorado River.
"The Deadly Colts on Walker's Creek" by Stephen 1. Moore describes the
landmark introduction of revolving pistols against horseback warriors.
Stephen B. Oates relates the ferocious exploits of "Los Diablos Tejanos"
during the War with Mexico.
Other chapters portray the controversial Callahan Expedition of
1855; Captain Rip Ford's 1857 invasion of Comancheria and battle on the
Canadian River; Captain Ford and the border war against Juan Cortina;
the role of a surprisingly large number of Hispanic Rangers; the overrated
"battle" at Pease River and recovery of Cynthia Ann Parker; the capture
of the notorious killer Wes Hardin in Florida; a fascinating comparison
of Texas Rangers and Royal Canadian Mounties as defenders of their
respective range cattle industries; "Rangers of the Last Frontier of Texas;'
including the ill-fated Ranger Captain Frank Jones, the drunken Baz
Outlaw, and the legendary John Hughes; Ranger conflict with the Jesse
Evans Gang; and the Rangers as strikebreakers. Contributors include such
noted historians as Paul Carlson, Marilyn D. Rhinehart, Leon Metz, Chuck
Parsons, Rick Miller, and Judge Tom Crwn, among other Ranger experts.
Bruce Glasrud and Harold Weiss, in their introductory chapter, present a
valuable historiography of nineteenth-century Rangers.
As editors, Glasrud and Weiss artfully compiled an anthology which
covers virtually every significant event and individual of the nineteenth
century Rangers. The chapters are rich in detail and interpretation. Tracking
the Texas Rangers is published by the University of North Texas Press, which
has produced numerous important Ranger studies during recent years. No
collection of books about the iconic Ranger force will be complete without
Tracking the Texas Rangers.
Bill O'Neal
State Historian of Texas

They Called Them Soldier Boys: A Texas Infantry Regiment in World War
I, by Gregory W Ball. University of North Texas Press, Denton.
2013. Contents. Illustrations. Maps & Tables. Acknowledgments.
Introduction. Notes. Bibliography. Index. Pg. 240. Cloth. $29.95.

Gregory W Ball's They Called Them Soldier Boys: A Texas Infantry
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Regiment in World War I is an in-depth examination of the 7th Texas
Infantry Regiment. Ball's main purpose is to explicate the backgrounds
and experiences of the individuals who volunteered for service in the Great
War and the communities from which they came. He also illustrates how
the experiences of the 7th Texas Infantry were effected by and affected the
communities of northwest and west Texas. Despite what at the outset seems
to be an attempt to identify a unique "Texas military experience;' Ball
concludes that the experience of the 7th Texas Infantry Regiment was, for
the most part, similar to any number ofother American regiments in World
War 1. However, he stresses that although the experience of the soldiers
was not unique, the communities of northwest and west Texas viewed the
soldiers' experiences as part of a long, distinctive history of Texas valor and
fortitude in warfare dating back to the Texas Revolution. "While the soldiers
of the 7th Texas did not experience war uniquely:' Ball concludes, "the fact
that Texans believed they did appeared to be all that mattered, and that led
to the addition of their own chapter to the Texas military experience:'(I88)
In eight well-written and incredibly meticulous chapters, Ball follows
the 7th Texas Infantry from recruitment, training, time on the frontlines,
and their return to Texas. Ball is at his best in his examination of the Texas
National Guard's recruitment efforts and the soldiers' backgrounds. Much
of this information comes from the Selective Service Registration cards that
Ball utilized to document the age, occupation, marital status, and other
personal details of around 1,000 men in the regiment. Although this does
not provide a complete survey of the entire regiment, it suggests the typical
soldier who joined the 7th Texas Infantry was a "native-born Texan who
grew up in a rural area, was in his early twenties, worked with his hands, and
was a reflection of the rural and agricultural land that he came from:'( 40)
The bulk of the book traces the training and deployment of the regiment
and argues that regardless of whatever self-perceptions the soldiers may
have had prior to deployment, their wartime experiences mitigated those
vaunted self-perceptions relatively quickly. Ball offers both praise and
critique of the regiment's war-time exploits in a balanced manner as he
emphasizes the regiment's lack of experience, shortcomings, failures, but
also their successes and ability to adapt their tactics to the situations they
faced. Finally, in what is perhaps the most provocative but underdeveloped
chapter, Ball traces the evolution of the local and national celebrations and
commemorations of the 7th Texas Infantry and other World War I veterans
upon their return in 1919 and the subsequent ten-year celebrations of
Armistice Day and later Veteran's Day from 1928 through 1968. Ball argues
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that the commemorations changed each decade and reflected larger social
and political events of the 20th century.
Ball's account is well researched and effectively presented, however
he neglects some of the more engaging aspects of the 7th Texas Infantry's
wartime experience. Although Ball traces the background and wartime
experiences ofnumerous white soldiers who served, he only briefly mentions
the 7th Texas Infantry's utilization of several Choctaw Code Talkers during
their campaign in France. Ball acknowledges that the use of Choctaw Code
Talkers was unique to the 7th Texas, however he never addresses how the
decision to use the Choctaw came about, the background of these men,
their military experience, or how Choctaw communities experienced the
war. Such an omission seems odd in a study that seeks to find a unique
experience of the 7th Texas Infantry, but fails to fully explore perhaps the
most unique component of the unit.
On the whole, They Called Them Soldier Boys is an engaging examination
of the lives of the 7th Texas Infantry from its initial recruitment through the
end of World War 1. This study broadens our understanding of the World War
I experience ofboth the soldiers who served but more importantly the impact
this service had on the communities from which they came. Moreover, They
Called Them Soldier Boys provides a basis for future comparative studies of
the World War I experience both on the home front and abroad.
Brandon Jett

MoJo Hand, The Life and Music ofLightnin' Hopkins by Timothy J. O'Brien
and David Ensminger, University of Texas Press, Austin. 2013.
Preface. Epilogue. Notes. Index. Pg. 272. Hardcover. $29.95.
Perhaps it is the realities of current publication costs and practices,
perhaps it is oversight, perhaps it is the technological revolution in music
production, but a pocket containing a compact disc on the rear pastedown
would have been a happy contribution to this fine biography. The narrative
comes alive when one listens to recordings of the rich timbres of Lightnin's
voice and his guitar technique which can melt from stridency to velvet at the
turn of a lick. Such listening clearly demonstrates the artist's contribution to
American music in general, and the blues in particular. It also demonstrates
why Tim O'Brien dedicated so much effort to the study.
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MoJo Hand is based largely on O'Brien's dissertation, a result of the
musicologist's passion for Hopkins' legacy. It is grounded in first and
secondary sources. As co-author and editor David Ensminger says in his
preface, "...he combed archives with eagerness and delved into Library of
Congress collections, record company files in Berkeley, California, privately
held collections, census and social security records, and probate court and
police records;' p. x. The accumulation of such data is tedious, but the
resulting book is not. It reads well and easily inspires one to find recordings
of Sam (Lightnin') Hopkins. (Another small quibble: a discography would
have been invaluable.)
The authors have sifted through many myths and discrepancies, such
as how Hopkins acquired his nickname: 1. from Blind Lemon Jefferson, an
important figure in Hopkins' early Leon County years, 2. by singing with
Wilson "Thunder" Smith in their early careers, 3. or by being hit by lightning
while sitting on his porch. Myths also surround the musician's career path and
his associations with various managers and record companies. The Hopkins
who emerges in this account is believable, and at times, heart-rending.
Even at the height of popularity Hopkins continued to live in a shotgun house in Houston's Third Ward. He was most comfortable playing
local venues in Houston neighborhoods, including the Bird Lounge in the
Montrose area. The descriptions of these locales, many of which are lost or
radically changed, tell a history not always found in other studies. Likewise,
the East Texas farmlands in which Hopkins spent his childhood and young
adulthood are not the scenes most of us have known. Hopkins is quoted
(p.28) as saying, "Working on a large farm in East Texas meant dealing with
plantation owners holding old-fashioned views harking back to a pre-civilwar era racial status quo:' In the 1920s and 1930s, Hopkins led an arduous
and draining physical life as a subsistence farmer.
The significance of Hopkins' music was recognized with the erection of
a Texas state historical marker in 2010 at 3405 Dowling Street in Houston,
providing a synopsis of his life (1912-1982) and career in the neighborhood
where he spent so many of those years. A statue of the musician honors him
in Crockett, where he never lived. This biography, which Tim O'Brien did
not live to see in print, ranks high in the tributes to Lightnin: A song Hopkins
penned says, "Don't forget poor Lightnin' after he is dead and gone. Please
don't forget poor Lightnin', peoples, after poor Lightnin' is dead and gone:'
Anne Jordan
Denton, Texas
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This Corner of Canaan- Essays on Texas in Honor of Randolph B. Campbell,
edited by: Richard B. McCaslin, Donald E. Chipman, and Andrew
J. Torget. University of North Texas Press, Denton. 2013. Contents:
Introduction. Parts 1-5. Biographies. Index. Pg. 407. Hardcover.
$24.95
The purpose of this volume is apparent from the title, to pay homage
to Randolph B. "Mike" Campbell as not only a scholar, but a mentor as well.
Each of the authors of the sixteen chapters have either served as colleagues
of Campbell, or studied under him, and his influence is present throughout
the book, with its emphasis on local history and statistical methodology. As
an homage to Campbell, the book succeeds.
The book is organized into five sections. The first focuses on Texas
identity, and features essays by Walter Buenger and Light Cummings. Part II
concentrates on Texas prior to the Civil War and consists ofessays by Donald
Chipman, Carol Lipscomb, and Andrew Torget. Part III concentrates on
Texas during the period of the Civil War and Reconstruction with essays by
Carl Moneyhon, Andrew Lang, Bradley Clampitt and Richard McCaslin.
The emphasis of Part IV is on Texas and the New South and contains essays
by Gregg Cantrell, Alwyn Barr, and Mark Stanley. Part V looks at Texas
and the Twentieth Century and is made up of essays by Jessica BrannonWranosky, Gregory Ball, Harriet Denise Joseph, Alix Riviere,Jordan Penner,
and Wesley Phelps.
Some of the essays are certainly geared toward specialists in Texas
history. All the essays are well-presented and well-researched, but four of
them stand out as being for the general reader. The lay reader may find
Cummings' chapter, "History, Memory, and Rebranding Texas as Western
for the 1936 Centennial" an enlightening explanation as to how Texas
shed its Southern identity in favor of a much more western image, and the
reasons for this transformation. "Jose Antonio Pichardo and the Limits of
Spanish Texas, 1803-1821': by Chipman, offers the reader a wonderful look
at the Spanish period in Texas, which over the years has tended to fade from
our collective memory. Lipscomb's essay, "Sam Houston, Indian Agent"
offers new insights into the man who would later have such tremendous
influence on Texas history. Torget, in his essay "Stephen F. Austin's Views
on Slavery in Early Texas" sheds light on the difficulties faced by Austin
in attracting Southerners to Texas despite the anti-slavery stance of the
Mexican government, and justly points out that Austin's public views were
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complicated, and not always in tune with his own personal beliefs.
Of the essays more geared toward the specialists, Buenger's essay,
"Texas Identity: Alternatives to the Terrible Triplets" is undoubtedly a
conversation starter. Buenger argues that the traditional methodology used
to study and write about Texas history is inadequate, and he advocates
that new "interconnected approaches" should be incorporated to the study
of Texas to provide "a more relevant, accurate, and compelling history of
Texas:' (p. 3) Also geared more towards the specialist is Barr's essay on
'~frican-American Housing and Health Patterns in Southwestern Cities,
1865-1900': Barr deftly uses demographic data to illustrate the inequities
inherent in housing and health care, as well as the segregated nature
of society during the period. Cantrell's essay, "The Roots of Southern
Progressivism: Texas Populists and the Rise ofa Reform Coalition in Milam
County" is a prime example of using local history as a prism through which
to view a much larger reality.
All in all, any true aficionado of Texas history would be well served by
this book. Its diverse themes and emphasis on local history most assuredly
does honor to the man who has been such an integral part of Texas history
for so long, and serves as a testament to the quality of the historians he has
influenced down through the years.
Charles Swanlund
Blinn College, Bryan
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Norman C. Delaney
Delaney recounts the stories of three Texas brothers-one
of whom devotedly served the Union cause, while two
became outspoken secessionists, operating Confederate
newspapers in Corpus Christi, Matamoros, and
Brownsville.
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cloth
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Defending the Mexican Name in Texas

Jerry Thompson
"... provides not only a powerfully written history of
a Mexican American who symbolizes 'resistance to
oppression and intolerance,' but also a clear, cogent
explanation of the relationship between the United States
and Mexico as they face each other across the Texas
border." -Journal of American History
$29.95 paper
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LIFE IN BRONZE
Lawrence M. Ludtke, Sculptor

Amy L. Bacon
A skilled athlete who left Texas A&M to play baseball for the
Brooklyn Dodgers organization, Ludtke brought to his art a
fascination with musculature and motion that empowered
him to capture the living essence of his subjects. Based
on personal interviews with the Houston artist as well as
his family, friends, colleagues, and patrons, Life in Bronze
places Ludtke's art within the context of the American
figurative art tradition.
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TEXAS STATE PARKS AND THE eee
The Legacy of the Civilian Conservation Corps

Cynthia A. Brandimarte, with Angela Reed
Foreword by Carter P. Smith
Brandimarte has mined CCC archives, as well
as those of the Texas State Library and Archives
Commission and the Texas Department of
Transportation, to compile a rich visual record
of how this New Deal program left an indelible
stamp on many of the parks we still enjoy today.
10x10. 188 pp.113 color,110 b&w photos. Bib. Index.
$25.00 flexbound

MISSIONARY BISHOP
Jean-Marie Odin in Galveston
and New Orleans

Patrick Foley
Foreword by Gilbert R. Cruz
Foley reveals the role of the church in the
turbulent early days of the Texas Republic
and New Orleans during the Civil War and
Reconstruction, through the life and ministry
of Jean-Marie Odin.
256 pp. 6 b&w photos. Bib. Index. $40.00 cloth

TEXAS LABOR HISTORY
Edited by Bruce A. G1asrud and James C. Maroney
Scholars offer a corrective to misplaced suppositions
about Texas labor history, providing a helpful new source
for academics and teachers who wish to fill in some of the
missing pieces.
448 pp. Bib. Index. $49.95 cloth; $35.00 paper
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Tracking the Texas Rangers: The Twentieth Century
Bruce A. Glasrud and Harold J. Weiss, Jr., editors
This anthology gathers fifteen previously published articles and
chapter excerpts covering leaders such as Captains Bill McDonald,
"Lone Wolf" Gonzaullas, and Barry Caver. $29.95 hardcover.
ALSO AVAILABLE:

Tracking The Texas Rangers: The Nineteenth Century
Bruce A. Glasrud and Harold J. Weiss, Jr., editors
Sixteen previously published articles and chapter excerpts, arranged
in chronological history, cover the great Comanche Raid of 1840, Rip
Ford, Cynthia Ann Parker, and John Wesley Hardin. $29.95 hardcover.

I Fought a Good Fight
A History ofthe Lipan Apaches
by Sherry Robinson
The story of the plains buffalo hunters and traders who were one
of the first groups to acquire horses, and with this advantage they
expanded from the Panhandle across Texas and into Coahuila,
coming into conflict with the Comanches. They were still free long
after their worst enemies were corralled on reservations. $32.95
hardcover.

Riding Lucifer's Line
Ranger Deaths along the Texas Mexico Border
by Bob Alexander
The author tells the stories of twenty-five Texas Rangers who lost their
lives as they scouted and enforced the law throughout the borderland
counties adjacent to the Rio Grande. Alexander also discusses the
transition of the Rangers from an epochal narrative of the Old West
to more modern technological times. $29.95 hardcover.

A Lawless Breed
John Wesley Hardin, Texas Reconstruction, and Violence in the
Wild West
by Chuck Parsons and Norman Wayne Brown
Hardin began killing in the late 1860s and remained a wanted man
until his capture in 1877 by Texas Rangers and Florida law officials.
After sixteen years in prison he was pardoned and settled in EI Paso,
but eventually lost his final gunfight at the age of forty-two. $29.95
hardcover.

Call 1-800-826-8911 to order
or visit untpress.unt.edu
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IfNot Me, Who? What One Man Accomplished in His Battle
for Equality
Wendell H. Baker
Bruce Glasrud and Milton Jordan, editors
This newly edited edition of Baker's If Not Me, Who? includes
materials from retired Texas Southern University scholar Naomi
W. Lede, whose work was originally published in Baker's original
book, and political leader and consultant James A. Baker III. $22.00
paperback.

Texas 5X5: Twenty-five Stories from Texas
Laurie Champion, editor
The stories in Texas 5X5 offer both traditional themes and ideas and
subjects that are pure Texan. These stories accomplish what solid
fiction should in offering thoughts about the more profound ideas we
ponder: love, life, death-all told among cowboy-boot kickers and
topped with a Stetson. $25.00 paperback.
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Kenneth H. LaMascus
Whatever it Took is an account of the author's 30 years in lawenforcement, covering from 1957 to 1987. Beginning with LaMascus'
time as Chief Deputy Sheriff of Knox County, Texas, the book culminates with LaMascus's lengthy career with the US Border Patrol until
his retirement in 1987. The incidents discussed range from the tragic
to the hilarious as readers learn what it took to administer effective
law enforcement in the days before the technology for in-depth DNA
tests and such niceties as GPS and cell phones. $25.00 paperback.

The Girl in the Grave
and other True Crime Stories
Carlton Stowers
Engrossed by the short lives of innocent victims, Stowers uses The
Girl in the Grave ... and Other True Crime Stories to tell the tales of
devastated parents dealing with evil forces and unanswered questions
that invaded their once normal lives, and the effect on the law enforcement officers duty-bound to involve themselves in such evil and
troubling situations, investigating and seeking resolve and justice.
24.00 paperback.
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